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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 





/\I CHARLIE HUGGINS. KENT HARWOOD. 111 1 
and 1 
) 
ROBERT WADDOUPS, et al, JAY F. 





A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD AND STATEMENT IN SUPPORT 
THEREOF was filed by counsel for Respondent on February 11, 2009. Therefore, good cause 
appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondent's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD 
be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents listed 
below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion: 
1. Affidavit of Bob Sbaffer (with attachments), filed January 30,2006. 
DATED this 2 day of February 2009. 
For the Supreme Court 
AUGMENTATION WCOD 
*h l4qp-l 
Stephen W. Kenyon, ~Yerk 
cc: Counsel of Record 
In the Suprem Court of the State of Idaho 






BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT; ) 
Board of Directors, RICHARD REYNOLDS, ) 
CHARLIE HUGGINS, KENT HARWOOD, ) 
JOEL ANDERSON, BRUCE WARNER, ) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) AUGMENT THE RECORD 
RESOURCES, and DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR., ) 
Director, ) Supreme Court Docket No. 35543-2008 






ROBERT WADDOUPS, et al, JAY F. ) 
PEARSON, et al, 1 
Crossclaimants-Respondents 1 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD AND STATEMENT IN SUPPORT 
THEREOF was filed by counsel for Respondent on February 11, 2009. Therefore, good cause 
appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondent's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD 
be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents listed 
below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion: 
1. Affidavit of Bob Shaffer (with attachments), filed January 30,2006. 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, clerk 
( 8 ,  ,,a 
\ 
DATED this 2 day of February 2009. 
cc: Counsel of Record 

STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Custer 
ss 
1 
Bob Shaffer being first duly swonl deposes and states: 
1. The statements contaii~.ed in this Affidavit are t~zie and concct to the best of my lu~o~vledge. 
2. I am the Manager of t11e Big Lost River higation District (BLRID), a r ~  irrigatioil district 
organized and operating pursuant to the laws of the State of Idaho. BLRID is located in Custer and 
Butte Counties, Idaho, and coilsists of approximately thrty-two tliousa~d (32,000) irrigated acres. 
BLRID is geograplically located witllin Water District 34, a water district orga1,ized by the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources (IDWR). 
3. BLRlD was :formed in 1920. Wilen it was fom~ed, it served as a vehicle for the delivery of 
individual imgation district members' decreed water rights. 
4. In 1936, BLIUD purcl~ased the assets ofthe Utah Constlvction Compaily. The assets 
iilcluded the Macliey Dam and Reservoir and decreed rights to store a specific amount of the Big Lost 
River's natural flow in the Macltey Reservoir. 
5. The place of use ofthe water rights owned by Utah Construction Compa~ly was trallsfel-red 
to tlie lands within the boundaries of BLRLD. 
6. The storage water rights owned by BLRID are being adjudicated in the Snalce River Basin 
Adjudicatioil (SRBA). 
7. Prior to the issuance of Partial Decrees pertaining to the BLFUD's water rights, the SRBA 
Court issued a11 Order of Partial Decree for General Provisions in Admii~istrative Basin 34, a copy of 
wl~icl~ is attached as Exhibit A. 
8. Followillg issuance of t l~e  Order attached as Exhibit A, Partial Decrees o:fBLRlD's water 
rights were issued by the SRBA Court. Attached as Exhibit B is a sumnaiy of the water rights owned 
by BLRID, as partially decreed. Copies of the Partial Decrees issued by the SRBA Court are attached 
as Exhibit C. 
9. Tile SRBA is not complete, and final decrees have not bee11 entered by the SRBA Court. 
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10. None of the water stored behind Maclcey Darn is directly diverted illto the BLRID delivery 
system. When storage water is needed for delivery by BLRID, water is released froin Maclcey Dan1 
and flows down the Big Lost River. The water is then diverted at sixteen (16) clifferent diversions 
located along the Big Lost River illto canals and ditches operated by BLRID. Water that is diverted 
into tlie BLRID system is then delivered by BLRID to the headgates of waterusers located within 
BLRID. 
1 I.. The method of delivery of the storage rights of BLRID is, in vely general telnls, a four (4) 
step process: 
11.1. Big Lost River water is stored belGnd Mackey Dam pursuant to BLRD3's water 
rights. 
11.2. Stored water is released from Macltey Dam into the Big Lost River. 
11.3. Water is diverted from the Big Lost River into the delive~y system of BLRID. 
11.4. Water is delivered to tlie headgate of the BLRID wateixser. 
12. The Watermaster on the Big Lost River is an employee of the IDWR, and controls 
measuremei~t and delivery of the water in the Big Lost River until the point that it is diverted into the 
BLRJD system. Once the water is diverted into the BLRJD system, the water comes under the control 
of the BLRJD. 
13. Typically, the amount of BLRJD storage water that is stored each year is not sufficient to 
deliver enough water to every wateruser in an amount required to inigate a growing crop duing an 
entire crop year. Tn addition, as water is conveyed dow11 the Big Lost  rive^, soille of the water seeps 
t l~ough the gravel bed of the river and cannot be delivered to BLRID. Tlus seepage is collu~~only 
referred to as "sluinlc". The losses are calculated by tile Waterinaster pursua~lt o the IDWR Water 
Distribution Rules pertaining to Water District 34 as well as other rules and reg~rlaliolis adopted by 
IDWR. 
14. Each year the Directors ofBLRID allocate the amount ofwater held by BLR.ID in storage 
among the waterusers ofBLIUD. Prior to the 2005 iiligation season, the Board of Directors was 
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concerr~ed that unless the method of allocation of water within BLRID was changed, mai~y watentsers 
located 011 the down stream portion of the Big Lost River, f ~ ~ ~ t l ~ e s t  away from Maclcey Dam, would run 
short of water. Several waterusers located closer to Macltey Darn voiced objection concerning 
cha~~ging the metl~od of allocation, alleging that the provisions of the Water Distribution Rules did not 
allow the Directors to chalge the method of allocation. I 
15. In order to obtain guidance conce~lung this dispute, the Chainnan of the Board of Directors I 
of the BLRID wrote a letter to the Idaho Department of Water Resources, a copy of which is attached 
as Exhibit D. 
16. 111 response, Steve Bun-ell, IDWR Water Distribution Engineer, replied to the Chairman of 
the BLRLD by letter dated April 25,2005, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit E. 
17. Following receipt of the letter &om the IDWR, the Board of Directors considered the / 
manner in wluch to allocate water received by BLRZD 6.0111 t l~e  Watei~naster. Attached as Exhibits F 
and G are copies of nli~lutes of the nleetings of the Board of Directors of BLRID held on Al1ril20, 
2005 and May 3,2005 addressing this issue. Other than the received stamp of Fletcher Law Office, the 
copies are true and correct copies of the originals on file with BLRID. 1 
18. The Motion passed by the BLRID Directors stated that "the shrink in tile river be 
u~liversal". The practical application ofthis Motion was that after the Watermaster had taken into 
account the measurement of water, including sluink, as requked by the Water Distributiou Rules and 
delivered the water to the diversions of BLRD, BLRID then allocated the net water received at tl-ie 
BLRD diversions to a11 waterusers located within BLRZD, equally. Water was distributed in this 
fashion during the 2005 crop yew until the Court issued its Prelinlinary Injunction in this action. 
19. An examination of the Pa~tial Decrees attached as Exlubit C indicates: 
19.1. The storage rights ase held in the nanx of BLRID and not in the naule of any 
individual watemser. 
1.9.2. All of the storage rights may be diverted at the various diversioll points listed on 
the Partial Decrees, and do not have to be delivered at any particular point in the BLRlD system. 
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19.3. Theplace of use of each partially decreed right de%ribes all o f  the fcround locate& I 
witbinBLffZD, and docs not nquue that my particul&: storage right be deliverti6 to any particular 
I 
pitrce~ ~ocare~l wit& BLRID. I 
20. The wamsens of BLWD arr. not assosscd operating and miutenwca leviiieh bassd upon a 
i 
i 
\<ratem6~~'fi mgraphlcal location w i M n  BLRTD. All waterustrs cnutlai to receive s t o w e  wxer are / 
assessed forthe operation and maintenance of the DiYtrict at tho sane rate. 
3 RNUR,' D.rCTE.D this 27 day of ___ ,2006. 
SUBSCRIBED AND S W O ~  to befim me, !hie 27 asy o i  # , & L / ~  
2006. 

IN TEE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ~ T H  rnli~uit. DISTRICT OF TEZE 
STATE OF IDAHO, EV AND FOR TED3 COUNTY OF T%lEN FF&LS 
1 Subcase No. 91-00005-3 
In. Re SPEBA 1 (Basin-Wide Issue 5, Basin 34) 
1 
Case No. 39576 ) ORDER OF PARTIL4L DECFtEE FOR 
) GENERAL PROWSl[ONS PN 
I S D r n S T U T r n  BASrn 34 
1. 
PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURE 
The above-entitled matter came before this Court for a pre-trial conference on April 23, 
2001, at 1:30 p.m. At that time, Susan Harnlin from the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
(hereinafter "IDWR") and Harriet Hensley, representing the State of Idaho, were present by 
telephone. No other parties appeared. The .trial in this matter was originally set for May 14, 
2001. As a result of this Court's previous order of March 15,2001, wherein this Court enforced 
the settlement previously reached by the parties, and based on the fact that Patrick Brown, on 
behalf of Mountain Springs Ranch, G. David & Heather M. Nelson, Robert Unger, and Simmons 
Trust, has withdrawn alI season of use objections consolidated with this matter, there is no 
further necessity for the trial setting on the general provisions. 
The Court orders that General Provisions 1-6 are to be included in the decree determining 
water rights to water from Basin 34. These General Provisions are set forth in Exhibit A, which 
1 is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
OKDER OF PhRTLll.7EtRI:Z FOR GNERIU 
PROViSlOSS IN I\Dbl\llSTfL\TIVE B A S E  34 
E. 
SCOPE OF B.MkTr'-WTDE ISSUE 5-34 
Basin-Wide Issue 5-34 is the collective designation for the issues raised in the objections 
and responses to IDWR's recommended General Provisions for Bzsin 34. IDWR recommended 
six general provisions necessary to define, clarify or administer water rights in Basin 34. These 
recommended provisions are identified for reference as: 
General Provision 1 "Definitions" 
General Provision 2 "2-B Gauge and Stockwatering During Non-irrigation 
Season" 
General Provision 3 "Rotation with Storage" 
General Provision 4 "Back Channel" 
General Provision 5 "Separate Streams" 
General Provision 6 "Howell Gauge - Connected and Unconnected River" 
The issue of "Conjunctive Management" was consolidated with Basin-Wide Issue 5, 
which involves recommended conjunctive management prorisions for the entire SRBA and is 
not part of this Order. The procedural history regarding the realignment and re-designation of 
issues is N l y  set forth in this Court's March 15,2001, Order on Order to Show Cause Hearing 
Enjbrcing Settlement Agreement; and Order Staying Discoveiy and Trial Schedule. 
III. 
SETTLEMENT OF ISSUES 
1 On June 19,2000, pursuant to a mandatory settlement conference ordered by the Co- 
the parties entered into a stipulation regarding recommended General Provision 5 "Separate 
Streams." On June 23,2000, the Court entered an Order accepting the stipulation as final 
resolution of the matter. Order Re: Stipulations for Basin 34 General ProviFion No. 5 
(SeparateSfream), subcase 91-00005-34 (June 23,2000). On February 13,2001, also pursuant 
to a mandatory settlement conference, the parties entered into an agreement regarding the 
remaining recommended General Provisions. Following a hearing on an Order to Show Cause, 
the Court issued an Order binding the parties to the agreement reached. See Order on Order to 
1 Show Cause Hearing Enforcing Settlement Agreement; and Order Staying Dkcovery and 
TrialScheduh (Mar. 15,2001). 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE FOR GENERAL 
PROVXSlONS IN ADMINISIRAWE BASIN 34 
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HV. 
L'QXEET?' AND ACCEPTANCE OF AGk&ENhE'hT BY TPhE COURT 
A. ROLE OF COURT. 
Although the agreement reached by the parties represents final settlement of all pending 
Dement to issues, the Court is still charged with the duty of reviewing the contents of the ag ,  
ensure compliance with the taw. In other words, the COW is not required to "mbberstamp" 
either the recommendations contained in the director's report or any agreement reached by the 
patties to the extent they are contrary to Iaw. Stare v. United States, 128 Idaho 246,258-59, 912 
P.2d 614,626-27 (1995). The Court's role however, is somewhat limited because a trial was not 
conducted on the merits and the Court is not required by statute to conduct an evidentiary 
hearing in order to accept a stipulation as final resolution. Memorandum Deckion and Order on 
Challenge, subcases 36-00061, et al. (Sept. 27, 1999) ('tMomkW) at 17. Thus, the Court's 
review is limited to the existing record. 
1. Evidentiary Value of Director's Report andVor Agreement of the Parfies. 
Idaho Code 5 42-141 l(4) provides that the filing of the director's report shall "constitute 
prima facie evidence of the nature and extent of the water rights . . . ." LC. 5 42-141 l(4) (2000). 
Additionally, as applied to settlement agreements, IDWR's role in the SRBA "is an independent 
d 
expert and technical assistant [who] assure[s] that claims to water rights acquired under state law 
are accurately reported. . . ." LC. § 42-1401B(1) (1996). Therefore, when IDWR's 
representative signs a Standard Form 5 or otherwise signs off on an agreement and states that its 
contents are true, IDWR's concurrence provides evidentiary value on which the Court is entitled 
to rely. Morrir at 14. 
2. Legal Authority and the Basis for General Provisions. 
Idaho Code 5 42-141 1 provides that the director of IDWR shall prepare a report on the 
water system. "The director may include such general provisions in the director's report, as the 
director deems appropriate and proper, to define and administer all water rights." I.C. § 42-141 1 
(2000). "The decree shall also contain an express statement that the partial decree is subject to 
such general provisions necessary for the defirrition of the rights or for the efficient 
Page 3 of 7 
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administration of the water rights." I.C. $ 42-1412(6). In A & B Irrigation District v. Idaho 
Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411,958 P.2d 568 (199S), the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
A general provision is a provision that is included in a water ri@t decree 
regarding the administration of water rights that applies generally to water rights, 
is not an element of the water right, or is necessary for the efficient administration 
of the water rights decreed. A general provision is an administrative provision 
that generally applies to water rights but it need not apply to every water right. 
Id at 421, 956 P.2d at 576 (citations omitted). 
Historical practices of administration of water rights can be the basis for a general 
provision. In State v. Idaho Conservation Leaawe, I31 Idaho 329,9455 P.2d I108 (1998), the 
Idaho Supreme Court held that a general provision based on historical administrative practices 
could be necessary for the efficient administration of a water rigbt ''became it avoids controversy 
among the water rights holders by clearly notifying them of the mechanism [of administration]." 
Id. at 334-35,955 P.2d at 1113-14. 
C. -MEW, FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION. 
1. IDWR filed a Supplemental Director's Report which recommended general 
provisions necessary to define water rights and for the necessary administration of irrigation 
water rights in IDWR's administrative Basin 34. Supplemental Director's Report, Reporting 
Area 1, IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revisions ofhe Following: Period of Use (For Irrigation 
Water Uses), Conjunctive Management General Provision (Supplemental Director's Report) 
(June 24, 1999), which recommended general provisions necessary for the efficient 
administration of water in Basin 34. 
2. Pursuant to order of the Court, IDWR subsequently filed an expert's report to the 
Court in accordance with LR.E. 706 in the form of a Supplemental Director j. Report for Basin- 
Wide Issue 5-34 Regarding Period of Use Explanation (Sept. 11,2000) ("706 Report"). See 
Order Cor~solidating Irrigation Period of Use Provirion Issue for Basin 34 with Basin-Wide 
Issues Unique to Basin 34; and Order Requesting Explanatory Supplemental Director's 
Report r706  Report'% I.R.E. 703, 705, 706,I.C $42-1412(4), subcase no. 91-00005-34 (Aug. 
28,2000). In the 706 Report, IDWR explained the basis for the recommended General 
Provisions and responded to questions raised by the objecting and responding parties and the 
Court. 
Page 4 of 7 
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3. The basis for the recommendation stems from the unique and conlpiex hydrologic 
conditions in Basin 34. These conditions include a hlghly variable water supply fi-om year to 
year, as well as during the year, and a high degree of interaction between ground and surface 
water. 
4. In a prior decree, Utah Construction Co. v. Abbotr, Equity No. 222 @.E. 1923) 
("UC Decree"), the federal district court acknowledged the need for such provisions to provide 
for the administration of rights in the Big Lost River basin in li&t of the attendant hydrologic 
complexity. 
5. The plan of operations for the administration of water rights was also confi ied 
by an order of the State district court. See Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law, In the 
Matter of the Big Lost River Irrigation District (Idaho Sixth Judicial District, Custer County, Jan. 
25,1936). 
6. Since 1936 the water has been administered according to this c o n f i e d  plan. 
Water users subject to the administrative plan have relied on the same since its inception. 
7. The current recommended General Provisions are based substantially on the UC 
Decree and the administrative plan con f i ed  in 1936. gibsequent modifications to the wording 
as contained in the current recoxnmendatio~ls were made by IDWR for the sake of clarity. 
8, Substantive modifications to the recommendations were negotiated by the parties 
and concurred with by IDWR. 
9. The Court finds that there is a factual and legal basis for the recommended 
general provisions and that said general provisions are not contrary to law. State v. Nelson, 13 1 
Idaho 2,951 P.2d 943 (1998). However, this determination is limited to the facts and 
circumstances as existing in this subcase and should not be construed as an endorsement that 
historical practices andlor prior decrees per se create the basis for general provisions in all 
circumstances. 
W I T ~ R A W A L  OF CONSOLUDATED ISSUES 
PERTAINING TO IRRIGATION PERBOD OF USE 
The Court previously consolidated the issues raised in the objections and responses to the 
recommendations made for irrigation period of use. Order ConsoZidati~rg Zrrigatio~z Period of 
Use Provision Issue for Basin 34 with Basin- Wide Issues Unique to Basin 34; and Order 
OIWER OF P . U l l l .  DECLfE FOR GE"IERU. 
PKO\'IS:CINS IN A D \ Z n i s n v ~ n \ ' t  BASW 34 
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Requesting EqEanatoq~ Supplerne~faPDirecfor's Report ("706 Report'?, LR.E. 703, 705, 706, 
1°C. 4 $2-1412(4), subcase no. 91-00005-34 (Aug. 78,2000). All objections to the 
recommendations for irrigation period of use have been withdrawn. The court entered a 
contemporaneous order dismissing these objections. As such, there is no further legal dispute 
remaining with respect to this matter. 
w . 
T W  SETTXNG VACATED 
Based on the foregoing, the trial set for May 14,2001, is hereby vacated. 
Therefore, based on tile foregoing, the general provisions attached hereto as Exhibit A are 
hereby ordered partially decreed and shall be confirmed in any final unified decree entered in 
SRBA Case No. 39576, in whatever form that final decree may take or be styied. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: 5 - 8 -0 1 
-j2? E*edih& 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Page 6 of 7 
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With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby 
' CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54@), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is 
no iust reason for the delay of the entry of a irnal judgment and that the court has and does 
hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a £id judgment upon which execution 
-Uate Rules. may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho App- 
DATED: 5'-f3 -0 
44&-u 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snalce River Basin Adjudication 

The director *ecommends that the following general provisions be inciuded in the decree 
detmnkbg righLs to water from Basin 34. 
1. The following ddi&ons apply to these provisions: 
z The "Wowell gage" is a stream gaging station on the Big Lost River 
located upstream from Mackay Reservoir in the SE%NE1/W%, 
Section 30, Township 6 North, Range 21 East, B.M. 
b. The "2-B gage" is a stream gaging station on the Big Lost River 
located downstream from Mackay Dam in the SW%SW%NE1h, 
Section 18, Township 7 North, Range 24 East, B.M. 
c. Mackay Resemoir is "hll" when the water elevation of the 
reservoir is at the spillway crest as it was corrSgured on November 19, 
1987. 
d. The "Back Channel" separates from the main channel of the Big Lost 
River in the NE%?X.iE'/., Senion 5, Township 8 Nonb, Range 22 East, 
I3 .M. \ 
e. "Basin 34" refers to LDWR Administrative Basin 34 as  ir is descnied 
in the Amended Director's Report Part 1 for Reporting Area 1 (Basin 
34) dated December 15, 1995. 
f. As used in these provisions the term "water rights" refers to water 
rights as decreed in the case In Re SRBq F i h  Judicial District 
Court Case No. 39576. 
2 During the time period From November 1 of each year to the be$nning of the 
next irrigation season (the "non-irrigation period"), all or a portion of the 
water of the Big Lost Rie r  flowing into Mackay Reservoir may be diverted, 
according to priority, for storage under water rights nos 34-00012 and 3 4  
10873 provided the natural flow at the 2-B gage is not less than fifty cubic 
feet per second. During the non-inigation period, natural flow water righrs 
d o m e a m  of Mackay Dam and senior in priority to water rigkts numbers 
34-00012 and 34.10873 may be diverted for domestic and livestock uses 
under water righrs authorized for these purposes. 
3. Water rights from the Big Lost River diverted below Mackay Dam and 
Reservoir may be rotated into storage with the coment of the Big Lost River 
Inigation District when such practice improves the efficiency of water use. 
Such rotation is subjez to the fokwirig conditions and review and approval 
by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
r Water may only be rotated into storage if it will be benericialiy used 
at the place of use mder the water right during the year in which it k 
stored. 
b. Rotation into storage cannot occur prior to the reasonable need for 
irrigation water. 
c. Rotation into storage can only occur when the water is otherwise 
deliverable to the place of use under the water right. 
d. The diversion rate of water rights being rotated into storage shall be 
included in the caicuiation of total combined diversion rate 
limitations. 
e. If the reservoir B s  after water has been rotated into storage, all water 
in the reservoir at the time ir fills becomes storage water of the Big 
Lost River Irrigation Disuici. 
f. Any water stored under such rotation that is not used in the same 
inigation season in which it is stored shaU become storage water of 
the Big Lost River Inigation District ai the end of the irrigation 
season. 
g. When the river is connected as specified in Genera! Provision No. 6, 
while a right is rotated into storage, it is subordinate to all righrs 
diverted above Mackay Reservoir with a priority date earlier than 
October 1, 1936. 
4. The Back Channel is a natural channel of the river that has been 
historically regulated to a rna.uirnurn of 200 cubic feet per second to 
provide imgation water. This provision shall not be considered to enlarge 
the amount of water to which appropriators diverting from the Back 
Channel are entitled. 
5. The foilowing surface water rights from the following sources of water in 
Basin 34 shall be administered separately from all other surface water 
rights in Basin 34: 
SEE ATTA.CJd&ENT A 
6. The following surface water rights from the Big Lost River and its 
tniutaries upstream of Mackay Reservoir shall be administered separately 
fhm all d e r  non-mriyg d c e  water rights &om the Big Lost Ever  
downstem oflvfackay Reservoir during two pdods  of time u follows: 
From the beginning of the idgation sewon until the he on the 
rising stage of the Big b a  Ever when the nnxhtm Bow at ffie 
E d  pgt reaches at leut 750 cubic feet ps mrd at @q h e  for 
tEKet? m& d z ~ 5  ancl 
b. Mer the time on the ming stage of the Big Lost Rver when the 
minhm flow d e s  to no more than 450 cubic fket per scond 
any time for three conseefie  days until the end of the kiin'&on 
sezSOn 
c. For purposes of determhhg the amount o f  water being supplied to 
Mackay Reservoir from curtailment of diversions upstream from the 
reservoir, measurements will be made or the Big Lost River at the 
Pense Bridge located in the T S N, R 23 E, S 30, SW NE NE NE, and 
on the Donahue Bridge on Parsons Creek located in the T S N, R 22 
E, S 24, SW NE SE %. These measuremenb wil be used by the 
Watermaster to make futile call determinations. 
SEE ATTACHMFNT B 
WATER SOU-: B m Y  34-00472 
CREEK 34-04068 
34-00002 WATER SOURCE: LOWER 34-10585 
34-02503 CEDAR C E E K  
34-13565 'V(IATER SOURCE: ROCK 
34-00146 SPRINGS CREZK 
WATER SOURCE: CEDAR 
CREEK 
WATER SOURCE: SAGE 
CREEK 
WATER SOURCE: UPPER 
CEDAR CREEK 
WATER SOURCE: GRANT WATER SOURCE: P m O  34-10538 
CREEK CREEK 34-12399 
34-00769 34-00341 Vi'ATER S O m C E :  
34-02245 WILLOW CREEK 
WATER SOURCE: ROCK 
WATER SOURCE: CREEK 34-00057 
LEHMAN CREEK 34-00058 
34-00057 
Big Lost Ever  and Tributaries 
Above Macby Dam 
WATER SOURCE: BARTLETT CREEK 
34-00056 
WJkTER SOURCE: BIG LOST RIVER 
34-00004 34-00220 












34-00 103 34-00294B 
34-00125A 34-00297A 
34-00 125B 34-00297B 






34-00 148C 34-00340 
34-00148D 34-00344 
34-00151 34-00346 
34-001 52 34-00347 
34-00154 34-00348 
34-00 155 34-00349 
34-00 156 34-00351 
34-00 158 34-00363 
34-0016iA 34-00364 




34-0021 1 34-00535 
ATTACHMENT B--Page 1 
WATER SOURCE BlG LOST RIVER, E4ST FORX 
34-00625 
34-00662 






















WATER SOURCE: BIG LOST RIVER PARSONS CREEK AND POLE 
STACKYARD CREEK 
WATER SOURCE: BOO% CREEK AND FOX CREEK 
I 
I WATER SOURCE: BRADSHAW SPRMGS 
I 
1 
WATER SOURCE: DEER CREEK 
ATTACHMENT B-Page 2 
Wh-mx?. SOURCE: HOWELL S P m G  
34-02144 
WATER SOURCE: NAVARRF CREEK 
. . . 
ATTACHMENT B-Page 3 









WATER SOURCE: PARSONS CREEK AND POLE STACKY;YARD CREEK 
34-10801 
WATER SOURCE: POISON SPRING 
34-07 124 
WATER SOURCE: RIDER CREEK 
34-OAO01 






34-1 025 1 
WATER SOURCE: S P m G S  
34-10635 
WATER SOURCE: T H O U S m  SPRINGS CREEK 
34-04 127 
34-10167 
WATER SOURCE: UNNAMED STREAM 
34-04005A 
34-04005B 




Inaformation for type: Statnkoq Claim, Decree and License 
Number of records= 9 

,* , r" .~ . ," , :  :., . . , ;, ?-r*qih,- . 
i i f , .  i ! , *Z$,.i rp:" F ; ~ ~ & A ~ ~  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTZ JWDIO&D&. - .CX-QBTHE 
STATE OF DABO, IN A N D  FOR TEE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re  SFU3A 1 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECFLEE 
Case No. 39576 1 
1 For Water Right 34-00012 
On March 25, 199S, a Sl~ecinl Mnsfer's Repori nrtil Reconznzenilniion. was filed for the 
abovewater right. Additional proceedings followed, which ultimately culminated in a 
Menzornndunz Decision nnrl Orrler on Motions for RecorzsiiZerntion issued by Judge Wood on 
December 16, 1999. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A&B Irrigafion 
District v. Idaho Consenmiion League, 13 1 Idaho 41 1, 423, 958 P.2d 568, 580 (19981, IDWR 
filed a Szpplen~entcrl Djrector S Report, Reporting Area I ,  IDWR Basin 34, Regardirrg Rei~ision 
ofPeriod of Use f i r  Irrigation Water Uses) and Co~ljzrnctive Mcinagenzent General Provisions 
which included a recomlnendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right. 
No objections were filed to the Sz/pplen~ental Director's Report with respect to the 
above-captioned water right. On May 9, 2001, this Court issued an Ortler of Pnrfinl Decree for 
Genernl Pro~jisions in Adnzinistrative Bnsin 34 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-00012 is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursunnt to I.R. C.P. 5465) 
ROGER S BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snake %ver Basin Adjudication 
ORDER 01' PARTIAL DECREE 
G:iDIANA\Parlials\Basi,~ 34\34-12.dac 
i n  Re SRBA ) 
) 
C a s e  No. 3 9 5 7 6  ) 
) 
i N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F I F T I I  JUDICIAi. D l S T R l  % o F : ~ E \  5 ii: 34 
s i A T E  OF iDAno,  I N  AND FOR THE CoUNiY TWINL,.IIALL* 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  FOR 
W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 2  
NAME & ADDRESS: B I G  LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PO BOX 2 0 5  
MACKAY I D  8 3 2 5 1  
SOURCE: 61G LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS 
QUANTITY:  1 7 2 0 5 . 0  AFY 
A VOLUME OF WATER I N  ADDITION TO THE VOLUME DESCRIBED ABOVE 
FOR STORAGE PURPOSES MAY BE STORED I N  A SINGLE YEAR I F :  A )  THE 
ADDiT lONAL VOLUME I S  STORED USING THE STORAGE CAPACITY OF MACKAY 
RESERVOIR. AND 6 )  ALL WATER RIGHTS EXISTING AT THE T I M E  OF 
STORAGE (~NCLUDING WATER RIGHTS WITH JUNIOR PRIORITY AND OTHER 
RIGHTS FOR STORAGE PURPOSES) T H A i  ARE WITHIN THEIR PERIOD OF USE 
ARE SATISFIED.  
PRIORITY DATE: 0 2 / 0 7 / 1 9 1 6  
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03N R26E SO1 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
$ 1 2  NENWSE (REDIVERSION) 
T04N R26E $ 2 6  NWNWNW (REDIVERSION) 
TD5N R26E SO4 NWSESE (REDIVERSION) 
T07N R23E $ 1 2  SENW 
T06N R24E SO1 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
R25E SO6 SWNESE (REDIVERSION) 
$ 1  0 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
S I T  SWSESW (REDIVERSION) 
S 1 4  SENWSE (REDIVERSION) 
S 7 4  NWNWNE (REDIVERSION) - 
R26E S 3 2  NWSENW (REDIVERSION) 
T07N R23E S 1 2  NWNWSE (REDIVERSION) 
R24E $ 1 8  SESWNE (REDIVERSION) 
5 2 0  SWNESW (REDIVERSION) 
S 3 3  NWSWNE (REDIVERSION) 
5 3 4  SENWNW (REDIVERSION) 
POINT OF DIVERSION I N  T07N, R23E, S12, SENW I S  MACKAY DAM. 
WATER 1 5  DELIVERED THROUGH THE ANGELO, ARCO, B & J ,  
BECKIMC GOWAN, BURNETT, DARLINGTON, EASTSIDE, HARRIS-VAUGHT, 
ISLAND, LOWER BURNETT, MC LAUGHLIN, MIDDLE, M I L L E R ,  MOORE, 
MUNSEY, SHARP, STREETER, SUTTER, SWAUGER, VANOUS, WESTSIDE AND 
3 I N  1 DITCHES OR CANALS; A L L  ARE POINTS OF REDIVERSION FROM THE 
B I G  LOST RIVER. 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE 
PERIOD OF USE 
0 1 - 0 1  12-31 
0 5 - 0 1  1 0 - 1 5  
W i t h i n  BUTTE C o u n t y  
W i t h i n  CUSTER C o u n t y  
THE PERIOD OF USE FOR IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE DESCRIBED ABOVE 
MAY BE EXTENDED I N  SEASONS OF UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO A 
BEGINNING DATE OF 0 4 - 2 0  AND AN ENDING DATE OF 1 0 - 3 1  AT TNE 
DISCRETION OF THE DIRECTOR. 
i PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE W i  th in  BUTTE and cusTER C o u n t i e s  
TO3N R26E SO1 L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) SWNE 
L o t  3 (NENW) L o t  4 (NWNW) SWNW 
NESW NWSW SWSW 
NESE NWSE SWSE 
SO2 L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) SWNE 
QUANTITY 
1 7 2 0 5 . 0  AFY 






SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 2  
PAGE 1 
S E P - 2 8 - 2 0 0 1  













L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
L o t  7 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
NWNE 

































R27E SO5 L o t  4 
SO6 L o t  1 
L o t  3 









































L o t  1 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
N WNE S19  
T04N R26E SO2 Lot 2 
SO3 L o t  1 













L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t 4  (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
Lot 4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 



































































































S l l  
$14 


















































NENE N WNE 
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SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
Wa te r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 2  
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 










































































































L o t  2 (SWNW) 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
NESW 
SWSE 
~ o t  I (NWNW) 
l o t  3 (NWSW) 
SESE 
L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) 












L o t  3 (NENW) 
NESW 
SO2 L o t  1 (NENE) 
L o t  3 (NENW) 
NESE 
R26E SO3 NWSW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 









SO4 L o t  I (NENE) 
L o t  3 (NENW) 
NESW 
NESE 
SO5 L o t  1 (NENE) 
L o t  2 INWNE) 
 LO^ 4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 






























































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
Wa te r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 2  
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SWSE SESE . - -
SWNE 
SWNW 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
SFNF .. . 
SENW 







T06N R24E SO1 L o t  1 




L o t  2 (NWNE) 












SO2 L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 































































L o t  2 (NWNE) 
NESW 
NWSE 
SO3 L o t  1 




SENW L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW SWSW 
SWSE 





L o t  2 (NWNEI 
SESW 
SESE 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
SESE 
SO4 L o t  1 





L o t  5 (SWNW) 
SENE 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 






SO6 L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  6 (NWSW) 
NWSF 








L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
SWNE 
L o t  2 (SWNW) 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
NWSE SWSE SESE 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (b )  
Water R i g h t  34-00012 
PAGE 4 
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PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
T06N R25E SO8 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 






































































































L o t  2 (NWNE) 
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L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o r  1 
LO? 1 
Lot  3 
Lot  1 
L o t  3 
LO? 4 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  2 
Lo t  2 
L o t  4 
Lo t  2 

























































S 2 l  NESW 
NESE 
5 2 6  SWSW 
































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I.R.C.P. 54(b)  
Wate r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 2  
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NWSLI . . . . - . . 
NESE NWSE 
USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRiGATION OF 32.000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE I N  A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON. 
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-00013, 34-00810, 34-00811, 34-008170, 
34-00818, 34-02507, 34-10873 AND 34-10935. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFlNlTlON OR ADMiNISTRATlON OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 


































RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, i t  is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a finai 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the ldaho Appeiiate Rules. 
Bucv-a&. 
ROGER BURDiCK 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 34-00012 
presiding Judge of the 
snake River Basin Adjudication 
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2001 OCT 15 PM 02:00 
DISTRICT $C T - SRBA 
TWIN F % j ,  IDAHO 
FILED 
IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right(s): 34-00012 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-00012 was mailed 
on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PAGE 1 
10/15/01 
IN TEE DISTHCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF n[)Al-lO, I N  AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
1 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE 
Case No. 39576 1 
) For Water Right 34-00013 
On March 25, 1998, a Special Master's Rej~ort aizd Reconzt~zeitr);ltioiz was filed for the 
above water right. Additional proceedings followed, which ultimately culminated in a 
Mer?toranrlunt Deci.~ion ant1 Order on Mofiorts for Reconsideration issued by Judge Wood on 
December 16, 1999. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A& Irrigation 
District 11. Idalio Consei~~afion League, 13 1 Idaho 41 1, 423, 958 P.2d 568, 580 (1998), IDWR 
filed a Supplenlentai Director 's Report, Reporting Area I ,  IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
of Period of Use (For Irrigntion Wafer Uses) a77d Conjz/ncti~'e h4anagenlenl Genera1 Provisions 
which included a recom~nendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right. 
No objections were filed to the Si.ipplemental Director's Repo~t  with respect to the 
above-captioned water right. On May 9, 2001, this Court issued an Order of Pmtinl Decree for 
General Prol7isions in Arlnzinistrati~le Basin 34. 
Therefore, IT IS O R D E E D  that water right 34-00013 is hereby decreed as set forih in 
the attached Pnrtinl Decree Pirrsunnt to 1. R. C. P. 54@). 
," DATED October &, 2001. 
-iZzQur9,;("- k 
ROGER S. BURDJCIC 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
ORDER OF PARTIALDECREE 
G:WIANA\Panials\Besin 34U4-13doc 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F I F T H  J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
I n  Re SRBA ) PARTIAL DE 
) I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  FOR 
c a s e  No. 3 9 5 7 6  ) ; ,:y>,;:!, ..,.. *.% ..,, .?-- 
) W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 3  
, : 3 ' ' .  
NAME 6 ADDRESS: B I G  LOST RIVER IRRIGATION D I S T R I C T  
PO BOX 205 
MACKAY ID 8 3 2 5 1  
SOURCE: ANTELOPE CREEK TRIBUTARY: B I G  LOST RIVER 
QUANTITY: 100.00 CFS 
PRIORITY DATE: 0 7 / 3 1 / 1 9 0 5  
POINT OF DIVERSION: T05N R25E S 2 2  NENWNW 
T06N R26E S 3 1  SESESW 
W i t h i n  BUTTE C o u n t y  
T07N R23E S 1 2  SENW (REDIVERSION) Within CUSTER C o u n t y  
WATER DIVERTED UNDER THIS RIGHT I S  EXCHANGED BY DIVERTING 
WATER UNDER T H I S  RIGHT INTO THE 3 I N  1 DITCH, AND REDIVERTING AN 
EQUAL AMOUNT FROM THE B I G  LOST RIVER FOR STORAGE AT THE POINT OF 
REDIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. (POINT OF REDIVERSION I S  MACKAY 
DAM.) 
WATER MAY BE REDIVERTED FROM THE B I G  LOST RIVER ONLY WHEN 
THERE I S  CURRENT DEMAND FOR THE WATER INJECTED INTO THE 3 I N  1 
DITCH BY USERS OF WATER FROM THE 3 I N  1 DITCH WITH CURRENTLY 
DELIVERABLE PRIORITIES BELOW THE POINT OF INJECTION. 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD OF USE 
0 5 - 0 1  1 0 - 1 5  
THE PERIOD OF USE FOR lRRlGATION DESCRIBED ABOVE MAY BE 
EXTENDED I N  SEASONS OF UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO A BEGINNING 
DATE OF 0 4 - 2 0  AND AN ENDING DATE OF 1 0 - 3 1  AT THE DISCRETION OF 
THE DIRECTOR. 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
T03N R26E SO1 
W i t h i n  BUTTE and CUSTER C o u n t i e s  
L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  3 (NENWj L o t  4 (NWNWj 
NESW NWSW 
NESE NWSE 
L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) 
NESE NWSE 
NENE NWNE 




NEN W NWNW 
NESW NESE 
L o t  4 (NWNWj SWNW 
L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  3 (NENW) Lot 4 (NWNW) 






















































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 3  
PAGE 1 
S E P - 2 8 - 2 0 0 1  
PLACE OF USE: (COhT) 
T03N R27E $18 SWNE 


































Lo t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
NESW 
NESE 
L o t  2 
L o t  1 





L o t  1 (NENE) 







































































































































































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 
Wa te r  Right 3 4 - 0 0 0 1 3  
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SEP-28 -2001  
PLACE OF USE: (COLT) 





















L o t  2 (SWNW) 















T05N R25E SO1 L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
Lot 4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSE 
SWSW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 













































































































































































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
Wa te r  R i g h t  34-00013 
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PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 


































L o t  2 (NWNE) 























L o t  4 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
NWSW 
T06N R24E SO1 L o t  1 







SO2 L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
SESE 










L o t  2 (NWNE) 

















SO3 L o t  1 (NENE) 













503  L o t  1 (NENE) 










SO4 L o t  1 (NENE) 
SWSW 
SO5 L o t  1 (NENE) 
SWSE SESE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
SESW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 




L o t  4 (NWNW) 
SESE 
SENE 
SENW L o t  3 (NENW) 
NESW 
NESE 
SO6 L o t  1 (NENE) 










L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
L o t  6 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
SWSW SESW 
SWSE SESE . -
SWNE 
L o t  5 (SWNW) 






L o t  2 (SWNW) 





L o t  1 (NWNW) 
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SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
Water R i g h t  3 4 - 0 0 0 1 3  





































L o t  2 (NWNE) 































































SWSW SESW SWNW 
L o t  4 (SESE) 







.ot 4 (SESE) 

































L o t  1 (NENW) 
NESW ......~ 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NENW 









































L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NWNE 



















L o t  2 (SWNW) 



































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 7 0  I.R.C.P. 
Wa te r  R i g h t  34-00013 
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PLACE O F  USE: (CONT) 







L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NWNE 
L o t  1 (NWNW) 















L o t  2 (SWNW) 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
SWNE 
L o t  2 (SWNW) 



























SWSW SES W 
T07N R24E 507 L o t  3 (NWSW) L o t  4 (SWSW) 
$17 SWNW NWSW 























































































































































USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NOS. 34-00012, 34-00810, 
34-00811, 34-008178, 34-00818, 34-02507, 34-10873 AND 34-10935 I S  
LIMITED TO THE IRRIGATION OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water R i g h t  34-00013 
PAGE 6 
SEP-28-2001 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
DESCRIBED ABOVE IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJFCT TO SUCH GENERA! PROVlSlONS ~ - -  .- ~ ~. ~~ ~~ ~ 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY DETERMiNED 
BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME ND LATER THAN THE ENTRY OF A FINAL 
UNIFIED DECREE. SECTION 42-1412(6), IDAHO CODE. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it i s  hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
finai judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
-Fz rg-ck'?- $,& 
ROGER BURD ICK 
Presiding Judge af the 
snake River Basin Adjudication 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 34-00013 
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DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
TWIN FW* IDAHO 
FILED 
L-. ' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right (s) : 34-00013 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-00013 was mailed 
on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PAGE 1 
10/15/01 
IN THE DllSTRlCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SIiaA ) 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE 
Case No. 39576 1 -For Water Right 34-00810 
On March 25, 1998, a Special Master's Report arzdReconzmeizdatioli was filed for the 
above water right. No Challenges were filed to the Special Master's Report and 
Recoi~tinzendatiorz and the time for filing Challellges has now expired. 
Pursuant to 1.R C.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Admilzistrative Order I ,  Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Special Master's 
Report and wholly adopts them as its own. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A&B h i g a t i o n  
District v Idaho Conseniatioi? League, 131 Idaho 41 1,423,958 P.2d 568, 580 (1998), IDWR 
filed a Suyylenzental Director 's Report, Reporting Area I ,  IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
ofperiod of Use (For Irrigation Water Uses) and Conjuizctive Management General Provisioizs 
which included a recommendation for the irrigation seasoil of use for this water right. No 
objections to this Supplelnenial Report were filed and the time period for filing objections has 
now expired. 
Tilerefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-00810 is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursuaizf to I.R.C.P. 54(b). 
DATED October ,200 I 
-i2z E$LA*~~&L& 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
G U)lANA\Puiliais~asro 34\00810 doc Page 1 
I 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
STATE OF IDhHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA ) PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b)  FOR 
Water Right 34-00810 
Case No. 39576 ) 
) 
NAME 8 ADDRESS: BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PO Box 205 
MACUY ID 83251 
SOURCE: BIG LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS 
QUANTITY: 3.2 CFS 
556.5 AFY 
PRIORITY DATE: 06/01/1888 
Within BUTTE County 
Uithin CUSTER County 
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03U R26E SO1 NENESU (REDIVERSION) 
S12 NENUSE (REDIVERSION) 
T04N R26E $26 NUNUNU (REDIVERSION) 
T05N R26E SO4 NUSESE (REDIVERSION) 
T07N R23E Si2 









NUSENU (REDIVERSION) ~ - 
NUNUSE (REDIVERSION) 
SENUNU (REDIVERSION) 
p ~ l s ~  OF D I U C D P ~ ~ U  1U Tn7U R77F $17 SFNU IS MACWIY DAM. .,,'>".v,. ... -. ,., .---, - -, -- 
UATER IS DELIVERED THROUGH THE ANGELO, ARCO, B & J ,  
BECK/MC GOUAN, BURNETT, DARLINGTON, EASTSIDE, HARRIS-VAUGHT, 
ISLAND, LOWER BURNETT, MC LOUGHLIN, MIDDLE, MILLER, MOORE, 
MUNSEY, SHARP, STREETER, SUTTER, SUAUGER, VANDUS, UESTSIDE AND 
3 IN 1 DITCHES OR CANALS; ALL ARE POINTS OF REDIVERSION FROM THE 
BIG LOST RIVER. 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE 
05-01 10-15 
Irriga 
05-0. * -  ,- 
 QUANTITY 
556.5 AFY 
tion Season 556.5 AFY 
1 10-15 3.2 CFS 
= E L  E nFV 
PFRIm OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE - -- 
IRRiGATlON STORAGE 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE 
The period of use for each purpose of use described above may be extended 
in seasons of unusual characteristics to a beginning date of 4-20 and an ending 





BUT TE and 
Lot 
Lot 
























































SENE R27E SO5 Lot 4 
506 Lot1 
PAGE 1 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54(b) 
u-t,r Rioht 34-00810 





TO3N R27E SO6 L o t  3 








L o t  4 (NWNW) 
L a t  7 (SUSU) 
SWSE 
NUNE 



















L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
NWSW 
NUSE 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
NWSW 
NWSE 












































TO4N R26E SO2 L o t  2 
so3 L o t  1 













































































































































































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b )  
Water R i g h t  34-00810 
PACE 2 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 















































































L o t  2 (SUNW) 
L o t  4 (SUSW) 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 

















R27E S31 L o t  1 
L o r  3 
T05N R25E SO1 L o t  1 







L o t  2 (NWNE) 







SUSU R26E SO3 
SO4 L o t  1 





L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSU 
NWSE 






































































































































PAGE . 3 PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I .R.C.P. 54(b )  
Water R i g h t  34-00810 



































L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNW) 
NESE 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNU) 
NWSU 
SESE 

















































































































L o t  2 (NUNE) 
















L o t  2 (NUNE) 
SESU 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 




L o t  4 (NWNU) 
SESE 
SENE 









L o t  4 (NWNU) 
NUSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
L o t  6 (NUSU) 
NUSE 
NUNE 








SO6 L o t  1 











L o t  2 (SWNU) 











































PAGE 4 PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54(b )  
U a t e r  R i g h t  34-00810 





















L o t  2 (NUNE) 













TDbN R25E 510 











































L o r  1 (NENE) 




















































L o t  2 (SENE1 
NESW 
L o t  1 (NENE) 
NENU 

































L o t  5 (SESU) 
SESE 
SUNE 
R26E SO5 L o t  4 
SO6 
























L o t  2 (SUNU) 
L o t  I, (SUSU) 
SWSE 
SUNE 












L o t  1 (NUNU) 
L o t  3 (NUSU) 
MUSE 
NUNE 















520 NENE SENE 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 1 
Water R i g h t  34-00810 
'0 I.R.C.P. 54(b)  PAGE 5 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 



















L o t  1 (NUNU) 
L o t  3 (NUSU) 
NUSE 
NUNE 


















































SENW L o t  2 (SUNU) 













































































































































































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54(b)  
Water R igh t  34-00810 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 




















USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRlMTlON OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE IN A SINGLE IRRIGATlON SEASON. 
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-00012, 34-00013, 34-00811, 34-008170, 
34-00818, 34-02507, 34-10873 AND 34-10935. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFiNlTlON OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
IN ADDITION TO THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED FOR THIS RIGHT, 
HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAGE WATER TO THE 
FOLLOWING LANDS: 
1031 R27E SO3 SWSW 37 SESW 24 
SO4 NWSW 37 SWSW 36 SESU 37.5 
SUSE 37.5 SESE 37.5 
SO8 NENE 21 NUNE 38 SENE 35 
NESE 39 NUSE 27 
SO9 NENE 32 SENE 39 NUNW 33 
SUNU 31 NESW 30 NWSW 38 
CUFU 75 - . . - . . - - 
634.5 ACRES TOTAL 
ALSO, HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAGE UATER TO 
120 ACRES UITHiN THE LANOS DESCRIBED BELOW IN A SINGLE IRRiGATlON 
SEASON. 
T03N R26E S13 NWSW 39 SWSW 33 SESU 39 
SUSE 40 
$24 NENW 39 NWNU 38 SWNW 39 
267 ACRES TOTAL 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect t o  the issues determined by the above judgment or order, i t  i s  hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Ruie 54(b ) ,  I.R.C.P., that the court has determined t ha t  there i s  no jus t  reason f o r  delay o f  the en t ry  of a 
f i na l  judgment and that  the court has and does hereby d i r e c t  tha t  the above judgment or  order s h a l i  be a f i n a l  
judgment upon vhich execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appei la te Rules. 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 34-00810 
ROGER B U R O I C ~  
Presiding Judge of the 
Snake River Basin Adjudicat ion 
PAGE 7 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
was mailed on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class 
postage to the following: 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W? FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
Page 1 10/16/01 FILE COPY FOR 00619 
IN TEE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH 3UDICI.AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF ID.kH0, IN AND FOR THE COUNTI' OF TVi'IN FALLS 
1 
1 ORDER QP PARTIAL DECREE 
Case 1Wo. 39576 1 
) For Water Right 34-00810 
On March 25, 1998, a Special Masfer's Report aizd Recon21~1e1dno11. was filed for the 
above water right. No Challenges were filed to the Special Master's Report n~zd  
Recot?zl~zendation and the time for filing Challeilges has no%? expired. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Adnzirzistrati~~e Order I ,  Section 13f> this Court 
llas reviewed tile Findings of Fact and Collclusiolls of Law contained in the Specinl hfaster's 
Report and wholly adopts them as its own. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A&B Irrigatioiz 
Districi v. Idaho Co~zservatiol~ League, 13 1 Ida110 41 1, 423, 958 P.2d 568, 580 ( 1 9 9 0  IDUm 
filed a Supplenzelztal Director :r Report, Reporrii7.g Area 1, IDHR Basil?. 34, Regaidin.g Revision 
qfPcriod of Use (Fo? hrigafioi? Water Uses) and Coizjuizcriiie Maizagenzeizt GerzeraI Provisjoizs 
wluch included a recornnlendation for the irrigation season of use for ilis water rigl~t. No 
objections to this Supple~nental Reporl were filed and the time period for filing objections has 
now expired. 
Tilerefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-008 10 is hereb3) decreed as set forth in 
thc attached Partial Decree Pr~rsuanf to 1.R.C.P. 54(b). 
DATED 0ctober &, 200 I 
B-.??&:& 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
G:WIANA\Qortials\Dic;in 34\00SIOdoc Page I 
.., . . .  
IN THE D!sTRlCi CwnT OF THE F I F T H  JUDICIAL 
STATE Of !DAWO, IN AND FOR THE COUUiY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SREA 1 
) 
Case No. 39576 ) 
- ) 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAUi TO 
I.R.C.P. 5A(b) FOR 
Uaicr Right 34-00810 
l iAME S kaDRESS: BIG LOST R!VER !RRIGA:iON DISTRICT 
PD BOX 205 
MkCXAY ID 83251 
SOURCE: BIG LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS 







POINT OF DIVERSION IN T07N, R23E, S12, SEKU IS MACXAY DAM. 
Within BUTTE County 
Uirhin CUSTiR Counry 
PURPOSE AND 
PERlm OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE QUANTITY 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 05'01 10-15 556.5 AFY 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE irrigation Season 556.5 RFY 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE 05-01 10-15 3.2 CFS 
The period of use for each purpose ofuse described above may be extended 
in seasons of unusual chaiacteristics to a beginning date of1-20 and an eliding 
date of 10-31 at ihe discretion of the Dirrcior. 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION FROM STDRAG< U i  thin BUTTE 
T O ~ N  ~ 2 6 ~  so1 Lor 1 (NENE) 
l o r  3 (HENU) . ~ 
NESW 
NESE 









~27E SO5 Lot 4 (NUNU) 
SO6 Lor 1 (NENE) 
and CUSTER Counties 
Lot 2 (NUNE) 
~ o t  4 (NUNU) 
NUSU 
MUSE 







































DARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
PAGE 1 
PLACE O i  USE: (COHT) 









Lot 4 (NUNW) 




























































Lot 2 CNUNE) 
Lot  4 (NUNU) 
NWSW 
NUSE 
Lot  2 (NWNE) 
Lo: 4 (NWNW) 
UWSW 
NWSE 


























SOL Lot  1 





















































































































































PAGE 2 PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAUT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)  
Uater  R i g h t  34-00810 






























































NESE NESU UWSU 
SWSE 
L o t  2 (SWNW) 





R27E 831 L o t  1 














TOjN R 2 5 i  SO1 L o t  1 





L o r  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
NWSW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  L (NUMU) 
NWSE 
SWSW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 






SO2 LDI 1 





































L o r  2 (NWNE) 
SWSE 
SO5 L o t  1 
SO6 










































































































PARTiAL DECREE PURSUAliT TO I .R.C.P.  S 4 ( b )  



















































































L o r  5 (SESU) 
SESE 









TObH R2LE SO1 L o t  1 





L o t  2 (NUll i)  
Lo r  C (NUNU) 
NESE 






SO2 LO? 1 




Lo; 2 (NUNE) 
Lo: 4 (NUNW) 
NUSW 
SESE 










L o r  2 (NUNE) 










































Lo: 3 (NENU) 
SESU 
SESE 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
SESE 
SENE 
L o r  2 (NUNE) 
SESW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 








SO5 L o t  1 








L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
L o r  b (NUSU) 
NUSE 
NUNE 
L o r  1 (NUNU) 





SO6 Loi 'I 
L o r  3 L o t  5 (SUNW) 











l o t  2 (SUNU) 









































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b )  
Uater  Right 34-00810 










































































SUNE SENE NWNE 
$21 Lor i 
LO? 3 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 




















































L o t  4 (SESE) 
SWNE 
SWNW 


















































































L o t 2  (SUNW) 
SESE 
NUNE 
L o t  1 (NWNU) 




























PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  



























































( M S H N )  E 3 0 7  
(nNnN) i 301 
3NMN 
3ShN 
(MS8N) E 307 






i t s  






























f l s i s  

























USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED 10 
iHE IRRIGATION OF 32.000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE ill A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON. 
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-00012, 34-00013, 3d-00811, 34-008778, 
3L-OOSlE, 34.02507, 34-108T3 AND 34-10935. 
O1.HIR PROVISIONS NECESSAEY FOR OEFIIIITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
I N  ADDITION TO THE PLACE DF USE DESCRIBED FOR THIS RIGHT, 
HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAGE WATER TO THE 
FOLLOWING LANDS: 
T03N R27E 503 SWSW 37 SESW 24 
SO4 NWSW 37 SWSW 36 SESW 37.5 
SUSE 37.5 SESE 37.5 
SO8 NENE 21 NUNE 38 SENE 35 
NESE 39 NWSE 27 
SO9 NENE 32 SENE 39 NUHW 33 
SUNU 31 NESW 30 NUSW 38 
SWSW 25 . -  - 
634.5 ACRES TOTAL 
ALSO, HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAG? WAiER 10 
12D ACRES WITHIN THE LANDS DESCRIBED BELOW IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION 
SEASON. 
T03N R26E 513 NWSW 39 SWSW 33 SESW 39 
SWSE 10 
$24 NENW 39 NWNW 38 SWNW 39 
267 ACRES TOiAL 
RULE 54(b) CERTlilCA7E 
Wi:h respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Ruie 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined :hat there is no just resson for delay of  rhe entry o i  a 
final judgment and :hat the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a :inai 
jwgaent upon which execution may issue and an appeei may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appei late Rules. 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANi TO I.R.C.P. 54b) 
Uarer Righr 34-00810 
R O ~ E R  B U R D I C ~  
Presiding Judge of the 
snare River Basin Adjudication 
PAGE 7 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
T CEr,-L - , l r y  ' - t h a b  ti;~e and correct copy of the P-kRTIAL DECREE & 
was mailed on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class 
postage to the following: 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE ?*LIZ 
aOSSE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 206-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
E'SNT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDIiHO F.XLLS, ID 63405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0096 
Page 1 10/16/01 FILE COPY FOR 00619 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT O F  THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
Ln Re SRBA 1 
1 OPXER OF PARTIAL DECREE 
Case No. 39576 1 -For Water Right 34-00811 
On March 25, 1558, a Special Master's Report and Reconzinerzdation was filed for the 
above water right. No Challenges were filed to the Special Master's Report arzd 
Reconzrnerzdatiorz and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Adnzirtisfrative Order I ,  Section 13f, this Courl 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusiolls of Law contained in the Special Master's 
Report and wholly adopts them as its own. 
On June 24, 1955, in response to the Idaho Suprenle Court decision in AiEB Irrigatioi? 
District v. Idaho Conservation League, 131 Idaho 41 1,423,558 P.2d 568,580 (1558), IDWR 
filed a Supple~nental Director 's Report, Reporting Area 1, IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
of Period of Use (For brigation iVater Uses) and Conjunctive Manageinent General Provisions 
which included a recommendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right. No 
objections to this Supplemental Report were filed and tile time period for filing objections has 
now expired. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-0081 1 is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursunrzt to I.R.C.P. 54(b). 
DATED 0ctober x-. 2001. 
VL*-& 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snalte River Basin Adjudication 
G:\DlANA\Panials\Basin 34\0081 idoc  Page 1 
In Re SRBA ) 
) 
Case No. 39576 ) 
) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF ~i?09/ j 5 pg 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CWNTY OF TWIN FALLS, 3 2 4: 3 1 
PARilAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 34-00871 
NAME & ADDRESS: BIG LOST RIVER 1RRIGAiION DISTRICT 
PO BOX 205 
MACKAY ID 83251 
SOURCE: BIG LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS 
QUANTITY: 1.7 CFS 
294.0 AFY 
PRIORITY DATE: 06/30/1881 
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03N R26E SO1 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
S12 NENWSE (REDIVERSION) 
TO4N R26E SZ6 NUNWNU (REDIVERS:ON) 








Within BUTTE County 
Uithin CUSTER Counry 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE 
1RRIGATION STORAGE 
IRRIGATlON FROM STORAGE 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE 




PLACE OF USE: 
The period of use for each purpose of use described above may be exrended 
in seasons of unusual characteristics to a beginning date of 4.20 and an ending 
date of 10-j I at the discrelion of the Director. 
. . . -. . . . - . . . . - . . . . . . - . . . . 
IRRIGATION FROH STORAG~ Ui thin BUTTE and CUSiER Counties 
1031 R26E SO1 Lot 1 (NENE) Lot 2 (NUNE) 
LOX 3 (NENU) Lot 4 (NUNU) 
NESU 
NESE 









R27E SO5 Lor 4 (NWNW) 
SO6 Lot 1 (NENE) 
NWSU 
NUSE 











































A h C r R F F  DllRsUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) PACE 1 - 









T03H R27E SO6 L o t  3 





























Lot 4 (NUNW) 
ioi  7 iswsuj 
SWSE 
NUNE 















L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNW) 
NWSW 
NUSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
NWSU 
NWSE 


































SO3 L o t  1 
L o t  3 
SESE 
SO4 L o r  1 

































































































































































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I .R.C.P. 54(b)  
Water  Right 34-00811 
PAGE 2 
PLACE OF USE: (CONI) 
T04N R26E S22 
S23 







































































R27E 531 L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  2 (SUNU) 
L o t  4 (SUSU) 
SENU 
SESU 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
N U S  
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
N WSE 
SUS u 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 



















SO2 L o t  1 
L o r  3 
NESE 
R26E SO3 





















































































































































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I.R.C.P. 54(b)  
U a t e r  R i g h t  34-00811 
PAGE 3 































































































Lot 2 (NWNE) SENE 
SENW 
i 0 6 N  R24E SO1 Lot 1 







Lot 4 (NWNW; 
NESE SWSE 
Lot 2 (NWNE) 











Lor 2 (NWNE) 
NWNE 
SO3 Lot 1 

































Lot 2 (NUME) 
Lot 4 [NWNW) 
SESW 


















Lot 2 (NUNE) 
SESW 
Lot 2 (NWNE) 
SESE 




SO5 l o t  1 
Lot 3 ~ N E N U ~  
NESU 
NESE 
Lot 4 (NUNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
Lot 2 (NUHE) 
Lot 4 (NWNW) 
Lot 6 (NUSU) 
NWSE 
NWNE 
Lot I (NWNW) 







Lot 5 (SWNU) 
Lot 7 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
SWNE 

















































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b)  
Water Right 34-00811 
PAGE 4 
PLACE O F  USE: (CONT) 


































L o t  2 (NWNE) 



























































































L o t  4 (SESE) 
SESW 













































. . . .  .. 
NWSE 
L o t  5 (SESU) 
SESE 






































L o t  1 (NWNWI 
SUSE SESE 
SUNE 
L o t  2 (SUNW) 
L o t  4 (SUSU) 
SENE 
SENU 






L o t  1 (NWNW) 
SUSE 
SUNE 















PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b )  
Water R i g h t  34-00811 
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USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE R I G H T S  LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRIGATION OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE I N  A SINGLE IRRIGATlON SEASON. 
COMBINED R I G H T  NOS.: 34-00012, 34-00013, 34-00810, 34-008175, 
34-00818, 34-02507, 34- 10873 AND 34-10935. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
I N  ADDITION TO THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED FOR THIS RIGHT, 
HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAGE WATER TO THE 
FOLLOWING LANDS: 
T03N R27E SO3 SWSW 37 SESW 24 
SO4 NUSW 37 SUSU 36 SESW 37.5 
SWSE 37.5 SESE 37.5 
SO8 NENE 27 NUN€ 38 SENE 35 
NESE 39 NWSE 27 
$09 NENE 32 SENE 39 NWNU 33 
SWNW 31 NESU 30 NWSW 38 
SUSW 25 
634.5 ACRES TOTAL 
ALSO, HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAGE WATER TO 
120 ACRES W I T H I N  THE LANDS DESCRIBED BELOW IN A SINGLE IRRlGATION 
SEASON. 
T03N R26E S13 NWSW 39 SWSU 33 SESW 39 
SWSE 40 
$24 NENW 39 NUNU 38 SWNW 39 
267 ACRES TOTAL 
RULE 54CbI CERTIFICATE 
With respect t o  the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it i s  hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the cour t  has determined tha t  there i s  no j u s t  reason t o r  delay of the  en t ry  of a 
f i n a l  judgment and that  the court has and does hereby d i r e c t  t h a t  the above judgment o r  order s h a l l  be a fins( 
judgment upen uhich execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appel la te Rules. 
x 4RLw-&*& 
ROGER EURDI& 
PCeHiding Judge o f  the 
Snake River  Basin Adjudicat ion 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
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DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
TWIN F ~ A Y ~ ,  IDLE0 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Md'E FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA ) CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
1 
Case No. 39576 ) 
) Water Right (s) : 34-00811 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-00811 was mailed 
on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
1 BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
LETTIE MESSICK 
Chief Deputy Clerlr 
I CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PAGE 1 
10/15/01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SPXA ) 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECPXEE 
Case No. 39576 1 
For Water RLght 34-00817B 
On March 25, 1998, a Special Master's Reporf aizd Recontmeizdatioit was filed for the 
above water riglit, No ChaIlenges were filed to the Special A6aster's Report aizd 
Reeonzn~endation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBAArtnzi~zistrative Order I ,  Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Co~~clusions of Law contained in the Special Master's 
Report and wholly adopts them as its own. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A&B Irrigation 
District v. Idaho Conservatior~ League, 13 I Idaho 41 1,423, 958 P.2d 568, 580 (1998), IDWR 
filed a Supyleinental Director's Report, Reporting Area 1, JDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
of Period of Use (For Irrigation Water Uses) and Coizjuizctive Managenzent Gene~al Provisioi?s 
which included a recommendatioll for the irrigation season of use for this water right. No 
objections to this Supplemental Report were filed and the time period for filing objections has 
now expired. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED illat water right 34-00817% is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursunizt to I.R.C.P. 54(b). 
DATED October 
i .  
\ < . l ~ , . & , - ~  
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snalte River Basin Adjudication 
G:WlANA\Paniais\Basin 34\00817b.doc Page 1 
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PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
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USE OF THIS RIGHT UITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRIGATION OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON. . . 
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-00012, 34-00013, 34-00810, 34-00811, 
34-00818, 34-02507, 34-10873 AND 34-10935. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADHINISTRATIOU OF THlS WATER RIGHT: 
IN ADDITIOH TO THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED FOR THIS RIGHT, 
HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN iO DELIVER STORAGE WATER TO THE 
FOLLOWING LANDS: 
T03N R27E 503 SUSid 37 SESU 24 
SO4 NUSU 37 SUSU 36 SESW 37.5 
SUSE 37.5 SESE 37.5 
SOB NENE 21 YUNE 38 SENE 35 
NESE 39 NUSE 27 
509 NENE 32 SENE 39 NUUU 33 
SUNW 31 NESU 30 NUSU 38 
SUSU 25 
634.S ACRES TOTAL 
ALSO, HISTORICAL PRACTlCE HAS BE5N TO DELIVER STORAGE UATER TO 
120 ACRES WITHIN THE LANDS DESCRIBED BELOW I N  A SINGLE IRRIGATION 
SEASOH. 
T03N R26E 513 NWSU 39 SUSW 33 SESU 39 
WSF 40 . 
$24 NENU 39 NWNU 38 SUNU 39 
267 ACRES TOTAL 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
u i t h  respect t o  the issues determined by the above judgment or order, i t  i s  hereby CERTIFIED, i n  accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that  there i s  no j u s t  reason for  delay of the en t ry  of a 
f i na l  judgment and that  the court has and does hereby d i r ec t  that ihe above judgment or order sha l l  be a f i n a l  
judgment upon uhich execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
ROGER BURDI* 
Presiding Judge of  the 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAHT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 b )  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right(s) : 34-00817B 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-00817B was mailed 
on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Chief Deputy Clerk 
PAGE 1 
10/15/01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE FIFTH SUDICPAL DISTRICT O F  THE 
'* - - 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN PALLS 
In Re SRBA 1 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE 
Case No. 39576 1 
For Water  Right 34-00818 
On March 25, 1998, a Specialdhzster's Report and Recommendation was filed for the 
above water right. No Challenges were filed to the SpecialMasfer's Report and 
Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) and S B A  Adnzinistrutive Order I ,  Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Special Master's 
Report and wholly adopts them as its own. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A&B krigation 
Disti.ict v. Idaho Conservation League, 131 Idaho 411,423,958 P.2d 568, 580 (1998), IDWR 
filed a Supplemental Director's Report, Reporting Area I ,  IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
of Period of Use (For Irrigation Water Uses) and Conjunctive Management General Provisions 
which included a recommendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right. No 
objections to this Supplenlental Report were filed and the time period for filing objections has 
now expired. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-0081 8 is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursuaizt to I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
DATED September 26,2000. 
Z L - 0 2 .  
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snalce River Basil1 Adjudication 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDdHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
.,?fit V?D e: i 
.......... 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
U 
in Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 34-00818 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRlGATlON DISTRICT 
PO BOX 205 
MACKAY 10 83251 
NAME 6 ADDRESS: 
BIG LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS SOURCE: 
QUANTITY: 3.2 CFS 
556.5 AFY 
PRIORITY DATE: 
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03N R26E SO1 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
S12 NENWSE (REDIVERSION) 
T04N R26E $26 NWNWNW (REDIVERSION) 
T05N R26E SO4 NWSESE (REOIVERSION) 
Within BUTTE county 





R24E SIB SESWNE (REDIVERSION) 
POINT OF DIVERSION IN T07N, R23E, S12, SENW IS MACKAY DAM. 
WATER IS DELIVERED THROUGH THE ANGELO, ARCO, B & J, 
BECKIMC GOWAN, BURNETT, DARLINGTON, EASTSIDE, HARRIS-VAUGHT, 
ISLAND, LOWER BURNETT, MC LOUGHLIN, MIDDLE, MILLER, MOORE, 
MUNSEY, SHARP, STREETER, SUTTER, SWAUGER, VANOUS, WESTSIDE AND 
3 IN 1 DITCHES OR CANALS; ALL ARE POINTS OF REDIVERSION FROM THE 
BIG LOST RIVER. 
PURPOSE AND 




PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 
IRRIGATION FRDM STORAGE 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE 




THE PERIOD OF USE FOR EACH PURPOSE OF USE DESCRIBED ABOVE MAY BE 
EXTENDED IN SEASONS OF UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO A BEGINNING DATE OF 
04-20 AND AN ENDING DATE OF 10-31 AT THE DISCRETION OF THE DIRECTOR. 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE Within BUTTE and CUSTER Counties 
T03N R26E SO1 Lot 1 (NENE) Lot 2 (NWNE) 
Lot 3 (NENW) Lot 4 (NWNW) 
NESW NWSW 
NESE NWSE 
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SO6 Lot 1 (NENE) Lot 2 i 
SWSW 
SENE 
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PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
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PLACE Ok USE: (CONT) 
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PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
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PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 






















USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRIGATION OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE I N  A SINGLE lRRIGATION SEASON. 
COMBINED RIGHT NOS.: 34-OOC12, 34-00013, 34-00810, 34-00811, 
34-008178, 34-02507, 34-10873 AND 34-10935. 
OTHER PROVlSiONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMlNiSiRA?ION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIDNS 
NECESSARY FOR THE OEFiNlTlDN OF ?HE RJGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIEMT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY RE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. SECTION 42-1412(6), IDAHO CODE. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it i s  hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined thst there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shalL be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
Presiding Judge of the 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 34-00818 
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DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
TWIN FALLS CO. , IDAHO 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right (s) : 34-00818 
CERTIFICATE OF MliILING 
I cerrify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-00818 was mailed 
on September 26, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAbTO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
DIANA DELANEY 
Chief Deputy Clerk 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PAGE 1 
09/26/01 
HN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TBE FIFTH 3UDICUL DISTRICT OF T E E  
STATE OF IDARO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF T w m l  FALLS 
I n  Re SRBA 1 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE 
Case No. 39576 1 
1 For Water Right 34-02507 
On March 25, 1998, aSpecialMaster's Report and Recomnze~zdation was filed for the 
above water right. Additional proceedings followed, which ultimately culminated in a 
Mei?zornnrlunz Decision and Order on Motions for Reconsi(leration issued by Judge Wood on 
December 16, 1999. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A m  Irrigation 
Dislrict v. Idaho Conservation Leagzie, 13 1 Idaho 41 1, 423,958 P.2d 568,580 (1998), IDWR 
filed a Szrpplenlental Director's Report, Reporting Area I ,  IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
of Period of Use (For Irrigafion Water Uses) and Conjz~nctive Managenzenl General Provisions 
which included a recommendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right 
No objections were filed to the Snpplemenfal Director's Reporf with respect to the 
above-captioned water right. On May 9,2001, this Court issued an Orrler of PnrtinlDecree for 
General Provisions i n  Arlnzinistrati~)e Basin 34. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-02507 is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursuant to LR. C.P. 54(6). 
DATED October &, 2001 
F La,'&- 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
ORDER OF PARTlAI. DECREE 
G:WiiWA\Pn$.tiaIs\Bssin 3404-2507doc 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
in Re SRBA ) PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
) I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Case No. 39576 ) 
1 Water Right 34-02507 
NAME S ADDRESS: BIG LOST RIVER IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PO BOX 205 
MACKAY ID 83251 
SOURCE: BIG LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS 
QUANTITY: 6000.0 AFY 
A VOLUME OF WATER IN ADDITION TO THE VOLUME DESCRIBED ABOVE 
FOR STORAGE PURPOSES MAY BE STORED IN A SINGLE YEAR IF: A) THE 
ADDITIONAL VOLUME IS STORED USING THE STORAGE CAPACITY OF MACUY 
RESERVOIR, AND 8 )  ALL WATER RIGHTS EXISTING AT THE TIME OF 
STORAGE (INCLUDING WATER RIGHTS WITH JUNIOR PRIORITY AND OTHER 
RIGHTS FOR STORAGE PURPOSES) THAT ARE WITHIN THEIR PERIOD OF USE 
ARE SATISFIED. 
PRIORITY DATE: 09/02/1959 
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03N R26E 501 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
S12 NENWSE (REDIVERSION) 
T04N R26E $26 NWNWNW (REDIVERSION) 






Within BUTTE County 
POINT OF DIVERSION IN T07N. R23€, 512, SENW IS MACKAY DAM. 
WATER IS DELIVERED THROUGH THE ANGELO, ARCO, B & J, 
BECKIMC GOWAN, BURNETT, DARLINGTON, EASTSIDE, HARRIS-VAUGHT, 
ISLAND, LOWER BURNETT, MC LAUGHLIN, MIDDLE, MILLER, MOORE, 
MUNSEY, SHARP, STREETER, SUTTER, SWAUGER, VANOUS, WESTSIDE AND 
3 IN 1 DITCHES OR CANALS; ALL ARE POINTS OF REDIVERSION FROM THE 
BIG LOST RIVER. 
Within CUSTER County 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 01-01 12-31 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE 05-01 10-15 
THE PERIOD OF USE FOR IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE DESCRIBED ABOVE 
MAY BE EXTENDED IN SEASONS OF UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO A 
BEGINNING DATE OF 04-20 AND AN ENDING DATE OF 10-31 AT THE 
OlSCRETiON OF THE DIRECTOR. 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE Within BUTTE and CUSTER Counties 
T03N R26E SO1 Lot 1 (NENE) Lot 2 (NWNE) SWNE 
Lot 3 (NENW) Lot 4 (NWNW) SWNW 
NESW NWSW SWSW 
NESE NWSE SWSE 
SO2 Lot 1 (NENE) Lot 2 (NWNE) SWNE 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 











PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 









































L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
L o t  7 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
NWNE 












L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 




































R27E SO5 L o t  4 
SO6 L o t  1 























T04N R26E SO2 L o t  2 











SO4 L o t  1 








































































































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b )  
Water R i g h t  34-02507 
PACE 2 
SEP-28-2001 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 









































































































Lo?  2 (SWNW) 






















































































































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I.R.C.P. 
Water  R i g h t  3 4 - 0 2 5 0 7  
PAGE 3 
SEP-28 -2001  
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
SZZ 
SO3 





SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 
Water Righ t  3 4 - 0 2 5 0 7  
L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  1 
L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  1 
L o t  I 
L o t  3 
L o t  i 








































































L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  2 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  2 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  6 
L o t  1 
































































































































L o t  5 (SWNW) 
L o t  7 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
SWNE 
L o t  2 (SWNW) 





































































PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
























































































L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
SWNE 
NESE 
L o t  1 (NENE) 














L o t  4 (SESE) 
SENE 
SESW 
SESE NESE NENE 
NENE 
L o t  1 (NENE) 
NENW 
L o t  3 (NESE) 
NENE 
NEN W 













































L o t  1 (NENW) 
NESW 















SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 
Water  R i g h t  34-02507 
PAGE 5 
SEP-25 -2001  












L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NWNE 



















L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NWNE 
L o t  1 (NWNW) 















L o t  2 (SWNW) 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
SWNE 





























































L o t  2 (SWNW) 
SWSE SESE ..
S WNE 
L o t 2  (SWNW) 




































































































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 
Wa te r  R i g h t  34-02507 
PAGE 6 
S E P - 2 8 - 2 0 0 1  
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
T07N R24E 536 NESE NWSE SWSE 
R25E 528 SWSW SESW NWSE 
$31 NENE NWNE SWNE 
NENW NWNW SWNW 
NESW NWSW SWSW 
NESE NWSE SWSE 
532 NENE NWNE SWNE 
NENW NWNW SWNW 
NESW NWSW SWSW 
NESE NWSE SWSE 
533 NWNE SWNE SENE 
NliNW SWNW SENW 
NWSW SWSW SESW 
NWSE SWSE SESE 
$35 NENE NWNE SWNE 
NESW NWSW SWSW 
NESE NWSE SWSE 
USE OF THlS RIGHT W I T H  THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW I S  LIMITED TO 
THE IRRIGATION OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIRFD 
ABOVE IN A SINGLE I R R I G A T I O N  SEASON. 
COMBINED R I G H T  NOS. 34-00012, 34-00013, 34-00810, 34-00811, 
34-008170, 34-00818, 34-10873 AND 34-10935. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THlS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE I S  SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 

















ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT A T  A POINT 1N TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. SECTION 42-1412(b), IDAHO CODE. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect t o  the issues determined by the above judgment o r  order, i t  i s  hereby CERTIFIED, i n  accordance 
wi th  Ruie 54(b), I.R.C.P., that  the cour t  has determined tha t  there i s  no j u s t  reason f o r  de iay of the  ent ry  of e 
f i n a l  judgment and that  the court has and does hereby d i r e c t  that the above judgment o r  order s h a l l  be a f i n a l  
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appel late Rules. 
-j22&&/& 
ROGER BURDICK 
Presiding Judge o f  the 
Snake River Basin Adjudicat ion 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT T O  I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 34-02507 
PAGE 7 
SEP-28-2001 
2001 OCT 15 PM 02:00 
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
TWIN FY~W IDAHO 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TRE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA ) 
) 
Case No. 39576 1 
i 
CERTIFICATE OF FAILING 
Water Right i s )  : 34-02507 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-02507 was mailed 
on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PAGE 1 
10/15/01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE FIFTH SUDPCPAL DISTRICT O F  THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR TEE COUNTk7 OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 1 
) ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREE 
Case No. 39576 1 
1 For Water Right 34-10873 
On March 25, 1998, aS11ecial Master's Report nrzd Recontn~ozrlatio~z was filed for the 
above water right. Additional proceedings followed, which ultimately culminated in a 
Menzoran(lunz Decision nnd Order or1 J4otions.for Reconsideration issued by Judge Wood on 
December 16, 1959. 
On June 24, 1959, in response to the Idalio Supreme Court decision in A&B Irrigation 
Disb.ict i t  Ida170 Conservation League, 131 Idaho 41 1, 423, 958 P.2d 568, 580 (155S), IDWR 
filed a Supplelirental Director 's Repo~t, Reporthig Area 1, IDWR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
of Period of Use (For Irrigation Rfater Uses) aitd Coiljunctive Adanageiiienf Genela1 Provisions 
which included a recommendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right. 
No objections were filed to the S~,pplemental Director's Repori with respect to the 
above-captioned water right. On May 9, 2001, this Court issued an Order of Partial Decree for 
General Provisions in Arlr~zir~.istrati~~e Basin 34. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-10873 is hereby decreed as set forth in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R. C.P. 54@) 
DATED O~iober &, 2001. 
-jz7 k,d&& 
ROGER S. BURDICK 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
ORDER OF PARTIALDECREE 
G:\Di~~A\Paflialr\Bari,a 34U4-10873.doc 
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COURT OF THE F I F T H  J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
NAME & ADDRESS: B I G  LOST R I V E R  IRRIGATlON D l S T R I C l  
PO BOX 2 0 5  
MACkAY I D  8 3 2 5 1  
SOURCE: B I G  LOST R I V E R  TRIBUTARY: S I N K S  
QUANTITY: 2 0 6 4 6 . 0  AFY 
A VOLUME OF WATER I N  ADDITION TO THE VOLUME DESCRIBED ABOVE 
FOR STORAGE PURPOSES MAY BE STORED I N  A SINGLE YEAR I F :  A)  THE 
ADDITIONAL VOLUME I S  STORED USING THE STORAGE CAPACITY OF MACKAY 
RESERVIOR, AND B) ALL WATER RIGHTS E X I S T I N G  AT THE T IME OF 
STORAGE ( INCLUDING WATER RIGtITS WITH JUNIOR PRIORITY AND OTHER 
RIGHTS FOR STORAGE PURPOSES) THAT ARE W I T H I N  THEIR PERIOD OF USE 
ARE SATISFIED.  
PRIORITY DATE: 1 0 / 0 2 / 1 9 0 5  
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03N R26E SO1 
s t 2  












W i t h i n  BUTTE C o u n t y  
$33 NWSWNE (REDIVERSION) 
S 3 4  SENWNW (REDIVERSION) 
POINT OF DIVERSION I N  T07N, R23E, S12,  SENW I S  MACKAY DAM 
WATER I S  DELIVERED THROUGH THE ANGELO, ARCO, B 8 J, 
BECKIMC GOWAN, BURNETT, DARLINGTON, EASTSIDE, HARRIS-VAUGHT, 
ISLAND, LOWER BURNETT, MC LAUGHLIN, MIDDLE, MILLER, MOORE, 
MUNSEY, SHARP, STREETER, SUTTER, SWAUGER, VANOUS, WESTSIDE AND 
3 I N  1 DITCHES OR CANALS; ALL ARE POINTS OF REDIVERSION FROM THE 
B I G  LOST RIVER. 
W i t h i n  CUSTER C o u n t y  
PERIOD OF USE 
0 1 - 0 1  12-31 
0 5 - 0 1  1 0 - 1 5  
THE PERIOD OF USE FOR IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE DESCRIBED ABOVE 
MAY BE EXTENDED I N  SEASONS OF UNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO A 
BEGINNING DATE OF 0 4 - 2 0  AND AN ENDING DATE OF 1 0 - 3 1  AT THE 
DISCRETION OF THE DIRECTOR. 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATlON FROM STORAGE W i t h i n  BUTTE and CUSTER C o u n t i e s  
T03N R26E SO1 L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  3 (NENW) L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NESW NWSW 






2 0 6 4 6 . 0  AFY 





SRBA PARTIAL DECREE WRSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54(b) 
W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 1 0 8 7 7  
PAGE 1 
S E P - 2 8 - 2 0 0 1  
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
T03N R26E SO2 L o t  1 (NENE) 
NESE 
































R27E SO5 L o t  4 (NWNW) 
SO6 L o t  1 (NENE) 
L o t  3 (NENW) 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
L o t  7 (SWSW) 




L o t  2 (SWNW) 








































T04N R26E SO2 L o t  2 
SO3 L o t  1 












L o t  2 (NWNE) 













L o t  2 (NWNE) 504 L o t  7 
L o t  3 L o t  4 ~ N W N W )  
NWSW 
NWSE 












SO5 L o t  1 
NESW 





























































































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water R i g h t  34-10873 
PAGE 2 
SEP-28-2007 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 















































































L o t  2 (SWNW) 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
















































L o t  1 
L o t  3 
L o t  I 







L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSE 
SWSW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 















L o t  1 
L o t  3 
NWSW 
NWSE 



























































































SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 
W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 1 0 8 7 3  
PAGE 3 
SEP-28-2001 
PLACE O F  USE: (CONT) 












































































































































L o t  2 (NWNE) 









L o t  1 





L o t  2 (NWNE) 





























































SENW L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
SESW 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NWSW 
NWSE 
L o t  2 (NWNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
SESW 
SESE 
















L o t  5 (SWNU) 
L o t  1 
L o t  3 (NENW) 
NESW L o t  6 (NWSW) L o t  7 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
SWNE 
L o t  2 (SWNW) 







L o t  1 (NWNW) 





SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 
W a t e r  R i g h t  3 4 - 1 0 8 7 3  
PAGE 4 
SEP-28-2001 






















































































































Lot 2 (NWNE) 


















































Lot 4 (SESE) 























Lot 2 (SENE) 
NES W 



















S WSE NESE 
(SWSW) 
SWSW 





























SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (b )  
W a t e r  Right 34 -10873  
PAGE 5 
SEP-28-2001 
PLACE OF USE: (CVNT) 
T06N R26E $17  








L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NWNE 





























Lo?  2 (SWNW) 
LO? 4 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
NESW 




















































L o t  1 (NWNW) 
L o t  3 (NWSW) 
NWSE 
NWNE 
L o t  1 (NWNW) 
















L o t  2 (SWNW) 
L o t  4 (SWSW) 
SWSE 
SWNE 
L o t  2 (SWNW) 








































107N R24E SO7 L o t  3 (NWSW) 
$17 SWNW 



















































































SRBA P A R i I A L  DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water  R i g h t  3 4 - 1 0 8 7 3  
PAGE 6 
SEP-28 -2001  
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
T07N R24E 536 NESW NWSW 
NESE NWSE 
R2SE 528 SWSW SESW 























USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRlGATiON OF 32,000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE IN A SINGLE IRRIGATlON SEASON. 
COMBINED RIGHT NOS. 34-00012, 34-00013, 34-00810. 34-00811, 


















OTHER PROVISlDNS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. SECTION 42-1412(6), IDAHO CODE. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direcl that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appeliate Ruies. 
?&g..-c.<+ 4c-&k 
ROGER BURDICK 
Presiding Judge of the 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT T O  I.R.C.P. 54Cb) 
Water Right 34-10873 
PAGE 7 
SEP-28-2001 
2001 OCT 15 PM 02:OO 
DISTRICT COURT - SRBA 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
CERTIFICATE OF MTiILING 
Water Right (s) : 34-10873 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) for WATER RIGHT 34-10873 was mailed 
on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid 
to the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
PAGE 1 
10/15/01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISIFRBCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 1 
1 ORDER OF PARTIAL DECPXE 
Case No. 39376 1 
For Water Right 34-10935 
On March 25, 1998, a Special Master's Report arzd Reconzmerzdatiorz was filed for the 
above water right. No Challenges were filed to the Special Master's Report arzd 
Reconznzerzdariorz and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Adrtzirzistrntive Order I ,  Section 13f: this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Coltclusions of Law contained in t l ~ e  Special A4aster's 
Report and wl~olly adopts them as its own. 
On June 24, 1999, in response to the Idaho Supreme Court decision in A&B lirigation 
District v. Idaho Coizseriiatiorz League, 131 Idaho 41 1,423,958 P.2d 568, 580 (199S), IDWR 
filed a Supplenzerztal Director's Report, Reporting Area 1, IDTVR Basin 34, Regarding Revision 
ofPeriod of Use (For Irrigafiolz JVater Uses) and Conjurzctive Adaizageiizei?t General Provisioizs 
which included a recomnlendation for the irrigation season of use for this water right. No 
objections to this Supplenlentai Report were filed and the tiine period for filing objections has 
now expired. 
Tl-iereibre, IT IS ORDERED that water right 34-10935 is hereby decreed as set fort11 in 
the attached Partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b). 
DATED October I ) ,  2001. 
; 
ROGER S. BURDICIC 
.Q 
Presiding Judge 
Snalce River Basin Adjudication 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL D I S T R I ~ , ~ $  Q!$ 15 p~ ?j j STATE OF IDAHO, l M  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN fA\ S 
Case No. 3 9 5 7 6  ) 
) Water  R i g h t  3 4 - 1 0 9 3 5  
NAME 6. ADDRESS: B I G  LOST RIVER IRRIGATIOU D ISTRICT  
PO BOX 205  
MACKAY I D  8 3 2 5 1  
SOURCE: B I G  LOST RIVER TRIBUTARY: SINKS 
QUANTITY: 6.4 CFS 
1113.0 AFY 
PRIORITY DATE: 0 6 / 0 1 / 1 8 9 6  
POINT OF DIVERSION: T03N R26E SO1 NENESW (REDIVERSION) 
S12  NENUSE (REDIVERSION) 
TO4N R26E $26  NWNUNW (REDIVERSION) 










Within BUTTE C o u n t y  
U i  thin CUSTER C o u n t y  
POINT OF DIVERSION I N  T07N, R23E. S12, SENU I S  MACKAY DAM. 
UATER I S  DELIVERED THROUGH THE ANGELO, ARCO, B & J, 
BECKIMC GDUAN. BURNETT. DARLINGTON. EASTSIDE. HARRIS-VAUGHT. 
ISLAND, LOUER'BURNETT,' MC LOUGHLIN, MIDDLE, MILLER, MOORE, 
MUNSEY, SHARP, STREETER, SUTTER, SWAUGER, VANOUS, UESTSIDE AND 
3 I N  1 DITCHES OR CANALS; ALL ARE POINTS OF REDIVERSION FROM THE 
B I G  LOST RIVER. 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OF USE PUANT I TY 
IRRIGATION STORAGE 0 5 - 0 1  10 -15  1113.0 AFT 
IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE I r r i g a t i o n  Season  1113 .0  AFY 
DIVERSION TO STORAGE 05-01 10 -15  6.4 CFS 
The period of use for each Purpose of use described above mav be extended . . ~~ ~ 
in seasons of unusual characteristics to a beginning date of 4-20 and an ending 
date of 10-5 I at the discretion of tile Director. 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION FROM STORAGE U i t h i n  BUTTE and CUSiER C o u n t i e s  
T03N R26E 401 L o t  1 (NENE) L a t  2 (NUNE) SUNE 
L o t  3 (NENW) L o t  4 (NUNU) SWNU 
NESW NWSW 
N E S i  NUSE 
SO2 L o t  1 (NENE) L o t  2 (NWNE) 
NESE 








































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 5 4 f b )  
U e c e r  R i a h t  3 4 - 1 0 9 3 5  
PAGE 1 - 
PLACE OF USE: (CONT) 
I 
I 
L o t  3 





L o t  4 
L o t  7 
L o t  1 
L o t  1 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 











































































































 LO^ 2 (NUNU) 
L o t  1 (NENE) 


























































~ o t  i (NENE) 

































































































PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT T 
Warer R i g h t  34-10935 - 
PAGE 2 
PLACE O F  USE: (CONT) 
T04N R26E S22 
S23 













































L o t  2 (SUNU) 
L o t  4 (SUSU) 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNW) 
NWSU 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NWNW) 
NUSE 
SWSU 
L o t  2 (NUNE) 
L o t  4 (NUNU) 
NUSW 
NWSE 

























R27E $31 L o t  1 






TOSN R25E SO1 L o t  1 



















SO4 L o t  1 













































































































































PARTiAL DECREE PURSUANT 10 I.R.C.P. 54(b )  
Uare r  Righr 34-10935 
PAGE 3 




















































































































































































Lot  4 (SUSU) 
SUSE 
NUSU 









Lot  1 
Lor 3 
Lor 1 
Lot  3 
Lot  1 
Lot  1 
Lot  3 
Lot  1 
Lot  1 
Lo t  3 
Lot  1 
Lot  3 
Lo t  2 
LOT 4 
Lo t  2 
Lot  4 
L o t  2 
Lo t  2 
Lo t  4 
Lo t  2 
L o t  2 
L o t  4 
Lo t  2 
t o t  4 
Lo t  6 
L o t  1 










































Lo t  5 (SWNU) SENU 
 LO^ 7 isusuj 
SWSE 
SUNE 
L o t  2 (SWNU) 




























PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 5 4 ( b )  
Uater R i g h t  34-10935 - 
PAGE 4 










































































L o t  2 (NUNE) 





L o t  1 (NENE) 







































SUSU SESW SUNU 
L o t  4 (SESE) SUSE 
NENE 
NENE 






























L o t  4 (SESE) 
L o t  2 (SENE) 
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USE OF THIS RlGHi UITH THE RIGHTS LISTED BELOW IS LIMITED TO 
THE IRRIGATION OF 32.000 ACRES WITHIN THE PLACE OF USE DESCRIBED 
ABOVE I N  A SINGLE IRRIGA~ION SEASON. 
COMSiNED RIGHT NOS.: 31-00012, 34-00013, 34-ODB10, 34-00811, 
34-008175, 34-00818, 34-02507 AND 34-10873. 
OiHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
IN AODiTlON TO THE PLACE OF USE 
HISiORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DE! 
FOLLOWING 'LANDS: 
T03N R27E SO3 SUSW 37 
SO4 NUSU 37 
SUSE 37.5 
SO8 NENE 21 
NESE 39 
SO9 NENE 32 
SUNU 31 
SWSU 25 
DESCRIBED FOR THIS 
.IVER STORAGE WATER 
SESW 24 
SUSW 36 SESW 
SESE 37.5 
NWNE 38 SENE 
NUSE 27 
SENE 39 NUNW 
















634.5 ACRES TOiAL 
ALSO, HISTORICAL PRACTICE HAS BEEN TO DELIVER STORAGE WATER TO 
120 ACRES WITHIN THE LANDS DESCRiBED BELOW IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION 
SEASON. 
T03N R26E $13 NWSW 39 SWSU 33 SESW 39 
SUSE 40 
524 NENW 39 NWNW 38 SWNW 39 
267 ACRES iOTAL 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect t o  the issues determined by the above judgment o r  order, i t  is hereby CERTIFIED, i n  accordance 
wi th  Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that  the cour t  has determined that  there i s  no jus t  reason f o r  deiay of  the e n t r y  of a 
f i n a l  judgment and t h a t  the court has and does hereby d i r e c t  that  the above judgment o r  order s h a l l  be a f i n a l  
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appel iate Rules. 
Id ! ALP&& 
ROGER BURDICk 
Presiding Judge o f  the 
Snake River Basin Adjudicat ion 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 34-10935 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PARTIAL DECREE 
was mailed on October 15, 2001, with sufficient first-class 
postage to the following: 




DEP AG OFFICE OF ATTY GEN 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
Phone: 208-334-2400 
BIG LOST RIVER IRRGTN DIST 
Represented by: 
KENT W FOSTER 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
Phone: 208-523-0620 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
I 
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'Richard Reynolds, (3izairmxn 
Biz Losr River Irrisatioo Disrrict 
3253 U' 7800 N 
lircu, Idaho ffZS13 
Phonc: jZUS1527-320.7 or (2IPL')?(il-3772 {CeTr) 
Ststte of Clrlaho 
P)cp;irtment of M'nter Rchc)errc~.; 
1302 North Orchard Strect 
P.0. Eox S3720 
Uoisc, Idaho S372C-0098 
Rc: Distribution of Vll;etcr far District 34 
Dear Mr. S p a c b a n :  
According te Ruie 10 of ZD.4PA 37.03.12, D-firaitirsns, Storage Winter is 4L'F?72f~r 
impounded in a storage facility, incBurding the Mackay R ~ e r v o i r ,  pursuant to bt wi&ter &ght 
which ilociudcs storage as a purpose of usc." ks tbcrc x di~Te'er=ncc bmeeri t h e  
"impounded" n8ater discussed in thcsc mles, znd the YStorege water Rightsn o f  tbe Big 
~ c s t  ~ i > ~ e r  :nipxbion District? 
Docs ID-D'il% ccrnfial tbc mcthod of shrinlcztge used for the uStorag~ TCYxter Rigbe;" 
lieid by BLRm or is that decision left to the Board of Directors of the district? The rlsrtcnt 
manager c~utcnils that Ruie 030.03.b implies at1 water stomd in the M a c h y  Lerrioir 
~hould bc charged shrinbge amording to "river reachess rather than "universal 
shrilmbgc". At a meting in your officc carlicr this year, 1 undetstood this nr le  was for 
"purpmes of quantifying river gains, losses, and calculating and accouatiufi Tor natural 
flov7'. 
Should marc water than is sctudly decreed be scnt out the canak during the 
season for stockwater? The last few years, From the lime the "futilc call" is made until the 
canals freaz~, all thc natural flow is diverted out tbc canals above the Blaine Riversion 
mtbcr thtm flowing down the river for scnior stock water or for " recharge" of thc lower 
basin. 
Your rcvponsc would be p t I y  appmciakd bt-forc the next board meeting, April 5, 
2005. Thank you. 

I m ~ q x m d i n g  to your l&m o f l \ h ~ h  12, ZOOS ngardmg deEuurims wntaictzd ui rhe 
1D.Q-4 37.03. !2 - Water Disbist 34 'Uiatw Sstnimion T;uls (mlzs) and teL* practiz 
it ii;aiepDLsd 34. 
h p o v ~ d e d  VJ* i n ~ l d s  born stoArage waier hsld by the Big  ED^ P&=r irrigation 
D&ct (BXJD) in &h>i Rsznoir, zni: iotaticm c ~ d i t  w a i s  kept in IGaskqr Rossn~oir. Tne 
rul% dsfme aoiagc W&I as a cxtaory of imponndd ~ ~ a k r .  
15. St0m.g~ Wmr, Wa!~rinpomded i.~ a storage mA3iiinS hhzkay Ressvok, 
pwsuant to a water dgbt v~hich includes siorzge as a pup= of w. 
The rules d e h e  mtation creciit as foIlows: 
12. Falation C m i i t  Water impounded in Mackiy Re~moirpurSaarit io a water n&i 
whose somce of water is* Big LDstF&et and which ikm not include w a g e  as a 
p w p s e  of use. Tbe impoundment of waigr as rotation credit is desaib& in Rule 
Sobsection 040.02. 
In th is defmitionabove, rotation mdit is water impounded for a RaIer right &at does 
NOThave siorage as  a natuns ofuse. In contrast storage waier is d e w  as water that includes 
storage as nature of use in b e  waterrig& dmm.  The only rig& m the B i g M  River Basm 34 
that include sbrage :e a  of use are those held by the BLRID. When tlx des, such as Rule 
40.03.b, refm to impounded water, the mference mcludes bolh ibe %L;RID slonge waier and tbe 
rotntion credit w&r. 
Yon asked whehalDWR wnhals %emeihrd ofshrinbrw uscd for fie 'Stornge Water 
Rights'heid by BLRE or is that dxisim JeDio theBoard ofDirectors oflhe district? Tbe 
Waler Distribution Rules - Waier District 34 do not use the work ~ s W  but discuss water lost 
as conveyance loss or evaporation loss. 
Rule 40.03.b dales: 
Convejianct losses in the &xal channel shall be piupnjoned by h e  
wakrmxAer bctween n m '  arm, m d  impounded wmr. The pporlioni~.rg sbd.! 
kk done on a river reach basis. Impotmded waicr flowing h u &  a n ~ e r  rmzb 
that does not have a couve~imce loss mill  not b-, assessed a loss for kat reash. 
Impounded wde: :[iowbg -tinnu& any river~wch tbaf dtzs have a conveyance 
loss wili be assmsed tbeproportionaie s b m  of t?ie loss for lo.~hg;-;icLi 
thro~gh xvhicb the impounded water flows. To asrojd an i(~,raiivs accounting 
pr%edun, i m p m d d  water conveyance loss from Lhe previous day shall be 
assessed on the currmi day. 
D%XstaiTmBoise cafculates natmai flow according to R d e  40.03.b. LDWR &&use a 
computer p m p m  tbd dculnies conveyance lapas ou a mel~-b~~-rcai;h bans 1DUR ~ p d c  
the computer calculated nabral flow to the wakmaster to asnm compiianm wrtb Rule 40.02.b. 
In d m  to timely deliver water n;i  the tools available to the nr&amster, -tihe 
w'&;;lrmar;eer &i&es &Ell flow by cdlcnldingthe natrnal channel conveyan= la% for the 
6 len-6 of.tht Big Losf River h m  bslow fdackay Res?woir to the Arco Gage. A h r  
~ . z b i n g  LDWR's calmlatian n d  flow d m  the watemnskr mmpm his method of 
cdcalafion to Dm's meththod, and us5  his p m - u t  to ddecid-e &at n&d flow to use for 
determining prionty cut b. 
The waiemxfz~ for Water Liijtiid 34 a h  hand calculates the losses for"ihe r w b  b m  
lrlackay i)am lo Lzlie, and from W i e  to Moon for b e  BLPJD, aZle ELKID uses tbis 
idormation to caldale the " s W n  on &mge water deiiveries. The p;atmmastm d m  not use 
his calsu1ir;ed r n c h - b y ~ d s b  losss  to calculate n- flm. u~mn&er hand calculatzs 
reach-by-reach mhml channel I w s s  solely as a wv~itsy-to f5e irrigation dim-3 for p n p o w  of 
cahlatkg rs s l o r a ~  sEnk. 
IDWX does not control the BLPJD's method ofasr+ssing its patrons with " s h ? ? e "  for 
storage rights held by B D .  The BLRID Board ofthe Directors and ultimately, the BLRLD . . -mmFme-responsible-for-&-ghowtl ' ' Aisa l lw&o~hi iP the  patrons. I h i  
Water Diskibution Rule - Wirter Dislrict 34 do not nquire that BLRE assess its members for 
shrink on a river m h  basis. The by-laws or p e w  even tr-aitjtion may dictate how BLRII3 
assigns shrZnk to its pafmm. If allowed by BLRID's o-g requirements, B L D  can repub 
that each @on s h e  equally in ffie ski& or BLRLD can assign ihe losses to esch offfie -11s 
based on some other method. 
I have attached a copy o~amemormdmn dated May 19,lBS. This 
mmomdmn dccumnr[s a meeting W e e n  the BLED man-, Tim Luke of DWR's 
and the Wat-r. Pampph four of-this memomdurn describes how BLEUD's manager 
conlempided changing the metbid river Joss is assessed to plrons. From this discussion, it is 
evjdent b t  m 1995, BLRlI? had 5initi;rted malring changes in water defivery and management 
methods, md not IDWR. 
2 - In mqmnse to the question in ihe thhd prnagraph ofyour letter, water jn excess of 
decreed rights should not be d e l i v d  for winter slockcmaterpurpoxs .tluou& ;hands. The SRBA 
d ~ f o r w i n t a s t o c A w n l e r  in Basin 34 on Priynle canals have a clause allowing diversion at . - . 
. 
r ttK: anal heading of up to the NI decreed inigation amount when necessary to get the decred 
> stockwah mount from the canal heading to fbe decreed place of use. The SRBA decrees with 
r this clause are for places of use fiat are not appurtenant or close to fhe legal point of diversion at 
a private canal heading. B e  c1aa.w &o siates Lhai then should be no measonable waste of 
waier, as dsiemainsd by tfie ID%'I:Dir&or, vjhen U L I S L U ~  tiis irri-pion civ-%e flour ic deInit?ing 
stocL~;a@i mounts. i3avc atia:h:hsri a I - e r  h r n  .DXJI< to tiit R'iiLsmaser that prc~rjdcs 
wmprei~ensive; pidauc- on cirhvering winw s t o z L ~ a i z .  
I a]-,olo&ize ib; ht: tardin%s ofthis~espome m d  not baviq: i;i by the APr;l 5,1005 
meeting T I C  correct a d d m  for fume w m p o n d m c s  is in the Ie?ierh%& and shm~ld ZLWXIT 
more timely mzmt by ns. 
I hope this l e t k  answers your questioa. Please call at tbe abavenmnbsr ifif~iou have 
fratha pestims. 
Steve SurreJJ 
W&r Dh'bution En&= 
pc: JDWRmem 'eon -Idaho Falls. CW/W=H) 
s o b  m e ,  XTat,7 34 W a t m a i z -  ~acbraj~~4[!-nilci.;)) 
.wJ~~?.c 3\53 'jd; 7-5 F ( L ~  Lw/E??~c I-.- )
Attachnenis: Ill I\?emoraridum of May 29,1995 45m Tim L&c to NO& Youn-&aye Sbzw 
re: Bighst  River kccoun6n:: and Rooation of H a t  Flop PGghts. 
L2'LsEer of 11/17/2033 h m  J ~ K  krkrty to Bob Duke re: 'Pi~ikr 
Si5:Lwaiei Ddivsry 
P ?  : SIG MST RIVER ACCOUNTING & ROTATION OF N A m a  F L O W  RTGKTS ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
on Kay 1 7 ,  I met wi+& ~ o u g  Rosenk~ance, Big Lost River w a t e r m a s t e r ,  
m d  Don Scarr,  Big Lost River I r r i g a t i o n  D i s t r i c t  manager a t  che 
BLRiD o f f i c e  i n  Xac3:ay. Sheryl Eiowe a l s o  a t tended this meeting. ... I had i n i t i a t e d  t h e  meeting LO d i scus s  t h e  s t a t u s  and 
r e s p s n s i b i l i t i e s  concerning r o t a t i o n  of na tma l '  flow r i g h t s .  
Ezised or, our review and &isbass ion of r o t a t i o n ,  it is my 
uilderstanding t h a t  ro ta t ion  cu r r en t l y  invo lves  phys ica l  r o t a t i o n  of 
natu_-zl flow r i g h t s  w i t h i n  canals, which ti"ihereby raduces demand f o r  
s to rage  and "ihus reduces the &mount of - s t o r e d  i?ater +&at is 
re leased from &he reservoir .  Sotfa  on dnd Doug =zssured m e  "&at 
na tu r a l  flow a t  t5e 2 B  gage md resenro iy  ixF1bw would n o t  be . 
charged or adjusted t o  accomcdate r o t a t i o n  02 n a t u r a l  flow r i g h t s .  ''idcri" ~ b *  
Doxg eq la inec l  t h a t  in the past ,  r e s e r v o i r  in f low was o f t e n  s t o r e d  
f3+ m n o t  by-passed Sy "be moun t  &&at w a s  being r o t a t e 5 .  in 
Fuzzennore,  t he  f o r m v  ro t a t i on  p r a c t i c e  involved r s l e a s i n g  
ro t a t ed  bater s tored  in t he  reskrvo i r  wi thout  assessment o f  r i v e r  
losses .  Since oa- r u l e s  and r egu l a t i ons  and SiZZtD's  o - i  plan of 
operation documents do not allow f o r  t h i s  ' re -del ivery  w i thou t  
l o s s ' ,  the BLRID now considers r o t a t i o n  t o  involve  r o t a t i o n  of 
r i q h t s  w i t h i n  canals  instead o f  phys ica l  r o t a t i o n  w i t h  
r e se rvo i r .  
Individual  BLRID share holders who do no t  divert their d e l i v e r a b l e  
na tu ra l  flow r i g h t s  on a  given day w i l l  have their  s t o r age  accounts  
credi ted.  This s torage  account c r e d i t i n g  is a bookkeeping 
procedure t h a t  is in t e rna l  t o  BLRID and should no t  affect ou r  
accounting of na tu r a l  flow and s t o r a g e  wa te r ,  nor the amount of 
water recorded as  diverted a t  each p o i n t  o f  d ive rs ion  from the 
r ive r .  
It is a l s o  understood t h a t  s t a r t i n g  this year ,  t h e  BLRID w i l l  no 
longer determine and implement a  pre-shr ink t o  s t o r e d  vater. 
Instead,  BLRID w i l l  apply r i v e r  l o s s e s  ( r i v e r  shrink) t o  s t o r e d  
water using IDWR1s  accounting model. Th i s  means t h a t  BLRID'vill  
use real time flow da ta  t o  determine r i v e r  l o s s e s  a s se s sed  t o  
transmission of s tored  water. Th i s  r e p r e s e n t s  a  major change i n  
BLRID ' s  water management and de l i ve ry  policy., 
Since t h e  ro t a t i on  of na tura l  flow r i g h t s  appears  t o  be l i m i t e d  t o  
r o t a t i on  of r i g h t s  within canals and w i l l  o n l y  a f f e c t  the demand of 
stored water, I see no reason w h y  ID-KR needs t o  account  f o r  
r o t a t i o n .  It is m y  opinion -&at any at tempt  t o  do s o  is o n l y  
dup l i ca t ing  *he booPJ:e~-ping e f f o r t s  of BLRID which are e x t e r n a l  t o  
IDWRP s r e s p a n s i h i l i t i e s  and account ing procedures.  I propose  
t h e r e f o r e  t h a t  we remove t h e  r o t a t i o n  F i l e s  and programs f r o m  t h e  
1995 Big Lost  River accounting pro-jran;. I have advised  both Doug 
and Lbn *&at I would propose ID'iJR e l b i n a t e  r o t a t i o n  f rom i ts '  1995 
accounting program as  long  a s  r o t a t i o n  i s  wi th in  c a n a l s ,  is lawEnl, 
and w i l l  n o t  i n j u r e  n a t u r a l  f low r i g h t s .  
cc: Sheryl aowe 
Bob Sutt-2 
G a r y  Spachnan 
Glen S a c m  
Doug Rosenlrrance 

Minutes of the Special Meeting held by tlie Board of Directors of tile Big Losl River Irrigation 
Disuricl, Bune and Custer Counties on .4pril 30, 2005 starting al 8 : O O  A.M. 
Board Members Present: C1laimia.11 &cI~clr,u-d Rey~olds, Secretarj'-Treasurer ICent E-Ian%lood, 
Cllarlie Huggins, Bnice Warner 
Employees: Bob Sllaffer, Ge~le~.al Manager, Linda i-Iocl&lg; Ofice Manager 
Guests: Joel Andersen , Vernetla Woodbury, Man: Hintze, Llojid Smith, Jolrn Powers, Darrcll 
McDonald, Bo Clark, Lawene Clark, Jennie Marie Srnith, Loy Peluson, Keith Waddoups, 
Madhavi Bradford, Mike Dotzenrod, I-iollp Seefried, Jim Huelsman, Phillip Scott, Randy Nelson, 
Randy Peluson, Diane Nielsen, Stepheir B. King; Leon IVilliams, Harry Crawford, Donald 
Spengler 
Meeting was called to order by Chairnlan Reynolds at X:OO A.M. 
The puryose of the meetiug was to discuss universal shrink in the river 
Director Hug_& moved that the shrink in the river be universal. Seconded by Secretary-Treasurer 
 wood. This matter was discussed at some leu,& by the patrons and by the Board. Director 
Warner moved to table the universal river shrink to the May Td meeting. Seconded by Secretary- 
Treasurer Ham~ood aud all were favor. 
There being no ftuther business to present, Director Huggins moved to adjourn, seconded by 
Secretary-Treasurer k o o d  meeting ended at 920  A.M. 

Minutes offhe .Regular Meeting held by the Board of Directors oE the Big Lost River 
Inigatioii District, Butte and Custer Couiir:ies on May 3, 2005 starting at 7:00 P.M. 
Board Members Present , Richard Reynolds - Cliaimian, Kent E-Ianvood - Secretary 
Treasurci-, Bruce Warner, Charles Huggins, Joel hdersen 
Employees: Bob Shafer - General h4anaser, Linda i-1ocl;ing - Oace b4anager 
Guests: Lynn Metcalc Loy Pebi-son, Stephen 6. IGng, Darrell McDonald, Ron M.ort, 
Randy Damiana, Bo & Lawene Clark, Jennie Marie Snutli, Lynn I-Iintze, Holly Sayer, 
Theresa Landon, Keith & Juanna Beth Lewis, Bob, Wade, & Keith Waddoups, Randy 
Pebrson, Jay Jensen, Don Lord, Lawrence Babcocli, Dale Smith, Gerald Stewart, .Mike 
Dotzenrod, Madhavi Bradford, Randy &Dave Nelson, Mam I-Iintze, Seth Bed, Rent 
Campbell, Jack Walker, Francis Emball, Aivin Wheeler, Doug Roseikance, James 
Babcock, Harry Crawford, Trent g! Travis Smith, iYbert Fullmer Jr., Josh Pehrson 
Meeting was called to order by Chairman Reynolds at 7:00 P.M 
An oath of office was administered by Secretary-Treasurer Harwood for Joel Andersen. 
Director Warner moved to appoint Charles E-Iug,&s as Vice-Chduman. Seconded by 
Director Andersen and all were in favor. 
Old Business 
The April 5, 2005 regular meeting minutes were reviewed. Secretary-Treasurer Harwood 
moved to approve, seconded by Director Warner and all were in favor. April 23,2005 
special meeting minutes were reviewed. Director Huggins moved to approve, seconded 
by Diector Andersen and all were in favor. April 30, 2005 special meeting minutes were 
reviewed. Director Andersen moved to approve, seconded by Secretary-Treasurer 
Harwood and all were in favor. 
Universal River Shrink: The tabled universal river shrink motion made on April 30,2005 
was re-read by Office Manager Hocking. Vice-Chairman Huggins moved to approve that 
motion. Seconded by Secretary-Treasurer Hanvood. Secretary Treasurer Hanvood, 
Vice-Chairman Huggins, Director Andersen voted yes. Director Warner voted no. 
New Business 
Allocation: Director Warner moved that any water that was 
for the flush to be subtracted from the allocation. Motion died 
Page 2 
Minutes of 5/3/05 
Chairmail Repl~oids moved to allocate the sesenioir at 62% and a tlu-ee day flush to the 
river. I-Lis motion was amended i.o a two day flash. Seconded by Secretary-Treasul-er 
Harwood and aii were in favor. 
Resenioir: Reservoir is at 27,4.80.4F, 62%, I iaow is at 130 CFS, release 105 CFS, 
Howell gauge 230 CFS. 
Director Uiamer iiloved to check the legahty of allowing that the decree, rotation and 
storage water suffer universal canal s m .  Seconded by Vice-Chairman Huggins. Vice- 
Chairman Huggins moved to table this motion. Seconded by Director Warner and all 
were in favor. 
Check -4pg~ygJ: Director Huggins moved to approve the checks for payment as 
presented. Seconded by Director Andersen and all were in favor. Checks numbered 
15456-15488 were approved for payment. $1 40,558.47 received income and $25,601.08 
paid out. 
Adioumment: There being no further business to present before the board, it was moved 
and seconded to adjourn the meeting at 10:15 P.M. 
ATTEST: 
